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CHmER I 
/ 
.rlNTRODUCTION 
',. 
Ever since the statement was made by Adolph Strasser, "We have no ultimate 
ends • • •• We say in our constitution,' that we -are opposed to theorists • • • 
we are aU practical'· men,"l leaders of the .American' Labor Movement' deny' the ex-
/' 
istence of a formal system of social philosophy to g~de .t~em iIi their actions. 
They recognize no kinship to intellectuals , ,ani resent as name-calling a:nr at-
tempts of identification" which would link their ideas to ~ other than trade 
unionism. They claim to be practical men who can account tor their actions with 
. " 
quiet dignity, dresse~ up in their Sunday-best of responsible citizenship and 
dedication to prevalent national ideals. 
Testimonial statements of labor leaders, past and present, could easUy be 
quoted to this effect, am there' are a number of specific historic instances to 
confirm their claim of mere practicality. As to an explicit philosophy of their 
~\ 
own, or rather the lack of it, it 1s usually' explained as part or their C?ommon 
cultural heritage, as a peculiar characteristicot the "unsystematic American 
system,"--to use the chiding expression of Jacques ~1tain, a modern Tocque-
ville of contemporary America.2 Broadly speaking, Americans are known to shy 
lJ. B. S. Hardman, "No Ultimate Ends," Unions, Management and The Public, 
ed. E. Wight Bakke and Clark KelT (New York, 1949), pp. 3!-33. - -. " 
2 ' Jacques Maritain, Reflections 2!! _rica (New York, 1958), p. 101. 
C' 'f """' 
2 
~ from theoretieal speculation and doctrines, and, or course, labor leaders 
are no exceptions to the rule. Consequently, it 1s almost axiomatic to state 
that the American labor movement is not inspired by a formal mtem 2! social 
,/ " 
philosop!V:, its activities afoe116t earried out in tunction of a tight doctrinal 
; i ' 
unity. 
An equally obvious fact is, however, that neither the claimed tactual inno-
cence of their thoughts--presented as constructi'nt contributions to the rational. 
critieism of existing conditions-nor their programs of mere practicalities', do 
make .America t s labor leaders immune to controversy or exempt from criticism.. 
They are active participar.ts in the verbal skirmishes of a particularly noisy 
social envirol1llent, a."plurillistic society, loud of claims and counterclaims; 
where no down-to-earth matter-of.factness, or deferential indifference to in-
tellectUals, is an effective substitute for the articulate expression of their' 
ideals. The Wt1J' in which these men do actually explain, and also effectuate, 
their choices among the possible contents and directions of America's socio-
economic development constitutes the substance of their home-grown philosophies. 
; .. , 
The misgivings'Toiced against them are forthComing basically from two sources. 
Their traditional opponents, thespokesmen of industry and itspeak-asso ... 
eiations, contentl that the public utterances of some labor leaders smack of too 
much, and highly questionable, theorizing. Some times their propositions are 
even equated with "un-American" and/or objectionable social doctrines. Hence 
eounter-charges of name-calling by labor leaders. Industry's advice to them, 
:3 
however, is simple t Sutor !!! ultra trepideml:3 Labor should stick to "labor-
ing," and no ideological nonsense shoUld interfere ~th the outcome of direct 
negotiations or workable compromises. The following editorial excerpt is a 
fairly representative sample Ofi this attitude displayed by labor's traditional 
/~.' 
opponents: "Mr. Carey af'fects to be a labor. theorist on a high plane and close-
ly shares the socialist predilections of his sidekick, Walter Reuther of the 
United Auto Workers. It has been remarked of this pair, together 'With George 
Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, that they araso far removed from the d.aUy 
scrimmage of chasing a living with hand and tools that if saneone were to drop 
a reference to manual. labor they would think he was tal1d.ng about a Spanish band 
leader. "4 
The plight of the other major audience or labor leaders is of a quite 
different nature. The scholars and intellectuals interested in the labor move-
ment would actually welcome a more explicit and articulate labor philosophy, " 
since the present one, as it is reaching them, does not seem to measure up to 
their general expectations. It is far from. being an articulate body' of ideas . 
that could be su1:mitted, with relati",e facility, to critical evaluation and a-
nalysis. Thought systems, systematized views, are especially dear to scholars, 
and understandably so, but labor f s philosophy is being shaptd by practical men 
who have very little, it aD:9", inclination to present their ideas in a systematic 
wq. 
3:Litterally, "Shoemaker, aim no higher than the shoerormsJ" The words or 
the painter Applle to a shoemaker who after having cn. ticized a pair or slippers 
in one of his paintings also wanted to criticize the rest of the picture, in 
Plinius. 
ltchicago Daily' Tribune, Mq 18, 19,9, pt. l~ p. 12. 
/ 
, . 
•.. .':" . 
4 
Whatever the respective merits of these. two opposing views, stipulating 
either a more practical or a morepbilosopbical labor movement, the fact is 
that there. are only interpretative theories ot American labor's aspirations but 
no comprehensive studies of ~s leaders f phi1os~ exi8t. The desire, of 
/ 
/ 
course, to By'stem.atise their views is primarily a scholarly undertaking; ideol-
ogy has appeal only to a negl.1gi~le minori t,. or' ·Americans. . . 
PURPOSE OF THE ~IS 
The purpose or this thesis is to attempt a.systematic presentation and a-
nalysis of the pbilosop~ ot David J •. McDonald, president of the United steel-
workers of America. 
The st1U\r is being conducted as part of a joint research project aiming to 
identity and define the philosophy' of the contemporary American labor movement • 
• f 
The working assumption or hypotheSis is that a certain mmiber of well documented 
studies examining the philosop~ of individual. labor leaders w1l1lead to that 
end. The representativeness of the labor leaders 1ttro1ved is a matter of se:-
lection I the researeh proj ect i tselt is balanced in terms of craft V8. 
industrial union, AFL VB. CIO leaders. This particular thesis is intended to be . i 
a potential contribution to the definition of industrial unionism and its pbi-
." . 
10 sopby'. 
The writer's interest in the ideas and personality of David J. McDonald is 
mot~vated (1) by' the strategic importance of the Steelwrkers Union, (2) by 
McDonald's background in terms of professional experience and personal associa-
tions, (3) and finally, by' bis public respectability and reputation as a labar 
leader. 
~.' 
1. McDoDa1d fS union, the United Steelworkers of 'America, is of strategic 
impOrtanc~ for both the proper fUnctioning of the economic system and the ideo-
logical orientation of the American labor movement in general. 
The statistical data of th~steel:Workerst organizational and collective 
. /, 
bargaining achie"f'9lllents are the best expression of their economic power.5 The 
percentages and numbers with ~. digits take on added significance in new of 
the fact that the organization of maintenance and production workers in the 
steel industl')" is rlrtually' complete. Rumblings in the basic steel industl')" 
make national news; the government;, 1£ faced with an emergency, does not hesi-
tate to put an end to it. The suspense am glamour of nation-w1de steel ne-
gotiations is well knOlm. The industl')"ts labor-management relations are charac-
terized by pattern bargaining; the "heat" that the demands of the union generate 
in the real power centers is equally felt by most marginal un! ts of the industry: 
The use of steel settlements for the purpose or whipsawing other segments of the 
econaI'\Y is something more than a mere possibility. McDonald and his United 
Steelvorkers of America can influence in more than one way the workings of the 
economic system. 
On the other hand, while McDonald's influence on the other members of the 
AFL-CIO's Executive Board is largely a matter of speculation for outsiders, the 
occasional "leaks" and strategic moves would indicate that he usually gets his. 
way also in the inner councils of the Federation. The per capita federal dues 
of 1,250,000 Steelworkers run into mil.lions of dollars and as McDonald estimates 
5 ' See Appendices I and II, 
it, "that ain't hay.tt6 Translaied into more elegant terms, these contributions 
mean power and intluence since the Federation is strong~ limited by its avail! 
able capabilltiesin terms of membership and money. McDonaldts alliance witH'" 
John L. Lewis and his equall,. well/publicized feuds with Walter P. Reuther are . 
/ ". 
such instances of ideological uneasiness where the possibility of the Steel-
workers' withdrawal from the CIO Was certainly taken into consideration by the · 
eonflicting parties. And the merger, of course, did .not affect McDonald 's' bar-
gaining power to a great extent in the Federation. 
2. As to his personal background as a labor leader, McDonald's career fs 
l ... ",T,""~n''"I''.nv from the point of view ot both professional experience and sttmula ... 
ting personal associations. 
, , 
McDonald is basically a n~thetic union man," having worked onlY fora 
brief period of time in the mins, and some of his Steelworkers do actually r~­
sent his "sw.lvel-chair route" to the presidency. His thirty years of • .u.IO:' .. --..... 
apprenticeship, however, did equip him with a sufficient degree of technical 
know-how to Stlccede his boss am friend, PhUip Murray; McDonald was assistiri 
him first as his private secretary ~ the Un! ted Minevorkers, then later on~ 
after 1936, a~ secretary-treasurer of the United Steelworkers of America. As 
second in canmand to Murray, the records of the union present McDonald as an' 
lInJ.:nU'l'tir,aliC)r of internal union affairs, a delegate to international labor organ-
izations, a promoter of political activity, the man in charge of concerted 
organizing drives, and occasionaily as a contract negotiator. The outstanding 
events which ls d to thd formation of his union, the strikes, and the successful. 
, 
6untted Steelwe>rkers of America, Proceedings of the Seventh Constitutional 
Convention (AtlantiC City, 1954), p. 264. - - . 
7 
. contract negotiations are matters of modern labor histor,y. 
McDonald's career as a trade-unionist began under the protection of John L. 
I,e1(.is and Philip Murray. These two men can rightly claim the spiritual father-
hOod .of industrial unionism in America, and McDonald was exposed to the full im-
pact of their actions and ideas. or special interest is, at least to the writer 
the idea of the Industry Council Plan usually associated with the name of Pbilit 
Murray. Among the other celebrities of McDonald's friends am associates, 
Sidney Hillman, Clinton S. Golden, James Carey, and George Meany are the best. 
known union men, and, of course, Wal tar F. Reuther, as an ideological and per-
BOnal antagonist of his. 7 And finally, McDonald had ample opportun1 ty to work . 
with and appreciate the services of an equally glittering arr~ of technical ex-
perts. The association of Robert R. Nathan and Murray W. Latimer with the CIO 
and the USWA are well known.a Harold J. Ruttenberg, Joseph N. Scanlon, and otis 
Brubaker as USWA-CIO general counsels are nationally known technical exper1{s, 
and so is Vincent D. Sweeney, the Steelworkers' publicity director and editor of 
~ Labor. Thus, it seems fair to assume that· a significant number of events 
and personal! ties did contribute to the clarification of McDonald's ideas to 
warrant one's attention and interest. 
3. And finally, if the strategic importance ot McDonald's union and his 
personal background are valid reasons for being interested in his philosophy, 
perhaps a third one can be added, namely, his public acceptance and respectabil-
ity as a labor leader. 
7USWA, Proceedings, 1954, p. 261. 
8steel Labor, (AUgust 1947), p. 6. 
f 
I 
I 
I 
8 
McDonald appears in the mirror o£ tl'e Tarioils mass communications media or 
country as one of the least controversial figures among contemporary labor 
• Atter having mentioned with real. journalistic gusto his good looks, 
s predilections for good food ~d golf, his well-tailored suits, and some 
. -",/' 
other status insignia of the succesafUlprofessional celebrity, McDonald is re-
ceiving surprisingly respectful treatment from the press. His college edllcaLt1,01lI 
always mentioned, and so' is the spotless record of his union in f1rulnclal. 
matters. His visits to the '¥bite House aredulyreporte'd; President Eisenhower 
likes him and respects his judgment. McDo~d:i.s a former m~ber of the J;\,CU.lu.cll.a..LI 
Commission and served as special ass:lstantto Economic Stabilizer Eric JOnllSOln--I 
tributes to his political reliability and technical competence. He is known to 
& "Hi, Dave" acquaintance of former President Truman, -former ,Governor :sT .•• vAn ... 
son, Secretary of Labor James Mitchell, Senator Kenneq" etc. Reportedly, 
also acceptable to management which "wantaa sober, responsible, conservative 
running the union, and not some Socialist e1ement."9 Thus, the public image of 
McDonald emerges as that of a man with litom one 'is w:t1ling and able to do busi-
ness--a'"mature labor leader," a'man of "due process," an wadministrator." 
~e the preceding does not pretend to be anything but a highly selective 
, , 
biographical sketch of McDonald, it should establish :him as a 'noteworthy figure 
on the American labor scene--a representative of the American labor movement.s 
philosophy. 
9 "Labor: $1%0 Million for Dave," Time, LXIV (July 1954), 23. 

10 
Midwestern Edition, relating the major statements of McDonald either in ~ or 
in an editorial context--a valuab18 source of information. 
The three volumes ot Convention Proceedings are the published transcripts 
. . 
of the Constitutional Conventions ~eld by the Steelworkers in 19,4, 19,6, and 
/' 
. ~ 
19,8, during the presidency of David J. McDonald. . They c onsti tute an excellent 
primary source and general background material, am ~he writer is rel$ing 
lY in his work on tba general mood and atmosphere transpiring in these volumes. 
One last word of caution: the adage Tantum valent guantum !2!:!! definitely 
applies to all of the historical and statistical data appearing in the thesis. 
The writer's primary concern is with the accurate presentation and analysis of 
McDonald fS philosophy', and no attempt was made to verify the exactitude of 1inC'Seli 
data. 
CHAPTER II 
GOALS 
In the historical perspective practicalitY', respect for the country's pre-
vailing institutional arrangements and aspirations seem to be the salient fea-
tures of the American labor movement's philosophY'. Perhaps a third note should 
. 
be added here" that is, dynamiSlll and change. These are common and constantly 
recurring terms of McDonald's vocabulary: "Unionism is not static; it is an ex 
tension of the struggles of the p~t and a projection of the program of the fu-
ture. 1I10 The goals which motivate these struggles and their scope constitute 
the subject matter of this chapter inquiring about the ideas and th1nld.ng of t 
United Steelworkers' leader. 
THE AMERICAN DREAM 
Attempting to identity a permanent and ultimate goal. in the constantly 
changing flux of events and situations, here is MCDonald's most succinct state-
ment with regard to'labor'8 aims "The Labor Movement seeks to make a contribu-
tion to American Lite. Its aims are clean and bonest and simple. I repeat" 
labor seeks onlY' ecougnio secur1ty.nllObviously" this ultimate goal of con-
//.,.~ 
tributing to American Lite can be made more explicit by specifYing its meaning 
lOsteel Labor, (October 1953), p. 3. 
llsteel Labor, (Februar.r 1948), p. 10. 
11 
.,,,,' '" "".: " 
12 
elements--and no doubt--economic security will be one of them. 
Addressing himself to the problem of defining labor's aims in a systematic 
manner, McDonald's approach yields the following results. First of all, a 
tribute to the popular expression of America's strivings: WWhat are our objec-
tives? Peace, prosperity, equality, security, opportunity, for all--the Ameri-
can Dream come true? Yes, all these I mention.1t12 Although anxious to avoid 
the somewhat startling task of analyzing such an elusive ultimate goal as the 
American Dream, the writer cannot bypass a det1ni1iion of it by James Truslow 
Adams in 1'.h! EEic .2! America: Ita vision of a society in which the lot of the 
common man will be made easier and his life enriched and ennobled."13 This 
<" . 
definition seems to convey rather well the underlying theme of McDonald's ad-
dres;:J delivered before a group of American businessmen. ttAs we view the Ameri-
can scene we can bring these objectives into specifics--into sharp focus--so we 
can examine them in the light of our joint obligation and in the light of our 
philosophy. What you and I can see will show us labor's objectives. The in-
equities we note must be corrected.14 Thus, the c~tribution to .American Life, ~ 
the .American Dream, acquires a new dimension: evezything that hurts the eyes 
in .America's social landscape-as McDonald sees it-.. the inequities must be 
rected. The tone of his statements is a moderate one but his message does 
tain the advocacy of changes and appeals for cooperative efforts to bring them 
12David J. McDonald, Labor's ~ Range Clljectives. An address to AJneric 
Management Association, General CoIi.l'8rence, San Francisco, California (January 
25, 1956), p. 5. 
13Cited by Clyde IO.uckhohn, Mirror !2!: !:!:!: (Premier Books, New York, 1959) 
p. 198. . 
14McDonald, p. S. 
: . 
13 
about, the usual, tell-tale signs characterizing broad social movements. And 
he goes on z "While we rightfully ani proudly boast of our advances, of the 
standard of living of the American family, it is stw. a fact that .30% ot our 
families still earn less than $2:,000 a year. nJ.5 Thus, a high standard of liv-
ing seems to be also a part· of McDonald fS Amerj"can Dream. And what follows 
does suggest, indeed, that his concept of standard of living is a well balanced 
one. 
Who are these people? They are .Americana. They are the aged who 
know no income except anall social security benefits or most inade-
quate industrial. pensions. They are the sick, .the disabled who 
either canlt work or whom nobody wants to employ. They are the ten-
ant farmers who don I t know what ownership is. They are the members 
of minority groups bearing proudly the cross' of darker sldns--cut 
off in many instances from the opportunities tor education, employ-
ment, and political expression. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Where do these people live? They are our neighbors, many of them. 
Neighbors in the s:ense that they are created in the same image am 
llkenes.s but not neighbors in the sense that they share the same 
open air, the same type of housing, tba same k:lnd ofrecreation.16 
Since it is fair to assume that not all ot these people that McDonald :is 
talk:ing about are directly connected with trade unionism, it is obvious that his 
definition of the standard of living is rather large in scope. 'While it ex-
presses the ideals of the labor movement, its real. ·content is the American Dre 
of all Americans, a reality ft ••• made up of a complex combination of consump-
tion, working conditions, l?ossessioos, freedoms, and 'atmosphere:t and the bal .. 
ance or harmony among th~, in relation to ~eds and felt wants. 1I17 The list of 
t' 
15Ibid _.
16rbid., 5-6. ,-
l7Joseph S. Davis, ~conomic Potentials of the United states," National 
Policy tor Economic. Welfare at Home and Abroad, ed. Robert Lekachman (Garden 
cit, 128· ---
.)' "'. ',-.:," 
" 
needs and wants as presented by Mc;Do~d ~8 ,a. long one:' 
,\. -.', . ,', . "I~:, "---.~ 'j; ;:.}"~'}. :'" ",.,.' '~, ' '!' . 
. We will be faced. wi. th decisions that' have to be. lWieabout these prob-
lems of the underdeveloped. areas of Ama;oica--the hovels" the slums, 
, the~lack o:f-"~hosp1t{ll8, scPQoJ.s, .... ro.a4f, .. and, other needed 1nstitutions'.' 
I . see these as gr~ve problems, 'QQ\.Q:" ,schqols are dragging far beh1nd 
our economy and. QUJ' ... ability to p;ooduCe~, ... Lack of class rooms, short-
age and poor pay-1n ,the' teachingprofessipp; it ~isa ' national shame. 
, '; • '. " n •• ,,", 
... , .. ", .. ~. '., .. "." .;".:. ~, .. , .:.,'.:'::.~. ~ ........... . 
Our highways, public 'WOrk pr9gl'CIJIls,' our flood control" our water 
PrQ1:>leJns ,are· but a few areas: that, arebegg1,ng our attention. This, 
wemuat CiUJsume as Americans .. _ as. memb~rfl~_otlabor ancilrnanagement • 
• • • • '~ ••• \.: .• " • .- ••••.• ,. '" .•• ,,',,'.' .• \'. <'., ... e' " •. " ••.••••• 
. These are a few of the objectives,,'ot' Am~ipan Labor--of the 'United 
..... steelworkers 'of A.merica.18 >.·.. .,. .• 
Thisls how,f.'ar o~e-can foJ+~:}J?D~~_.iU,;¥S' etforts to' present 7~,an or 
derl,. manne~ the goals e;,fthe AMerican:.labo;" ~o~ement~ ',Additional research 
w • • • 
'\. . .t, ~". ,,~. . ~:! ' , . " 'r • 
along these lines resl,ll.ts onlr1n similar .q~ta~ions without .. yielding any' fur .. 
, " ~ " ' " H """,' • '_ ,J • ' 
ther and fmbstantial information.1~e prece~~:' howev~r,'~EJems to warrant car 
.' ! "-
ta1n 'Valid", al though:,liJnited, observations about a particular stream 'of thought 
, - , 
The' ultimate goa1.,,'of the AnsriCaI,l:l8bo:r~,lI1~Vew.lnt~, ~McDonald conceives 
~, .. " .':.;~'L .. ',};'~ ·!·~1~,:!·.:'::~.'/:): . " , ,,~-..,. ',,' ' 
them" appear to be devoid of ,anY, dist~tiv~ ch~acteriBtics which would set 
, " '''. .' ( :.",' ;,'." . . : ':: "~' , . 
, . ".'; . ~ 
them aside as 'exc~usively}or even pr:t.marilY':those of tbe labor,movement •. The . 
American ~ayo:r,.Life";:th~:1Alnei~c~~~~-and"~1itUldard'~, Living as ultim~te ' 
;: , \ , '/ ,. ,':.- • :0, J,:"-'" ' "',' ",: ' '-,"="' ~- .... ~"., i "',"¥ ,;":", j ",:'.' . • " -
goals expr~s~'~ere~~~)de~o!:"~·fuJ.lY:;~~(9~~~,f~,~>e:~P.loyed Nation in Which 
:..:~> .. ,.f' ,", ._.;. "~' •. ,: ~'!.:';'~;>\~~'.' ~-., ".",":',/ ,', ::~ 
the we;U"!,~l;)ing ot"'the people can ,grow:. and~ow~'~~f;'l~' popular"constitutive ' 
'. 1- ~. . , 
, .' •• '\.;; < {.."' 
elements ot thE:J~erican Dream, ~hat';s~Peace,~~.Prosper1~11 Equality, Security, 
etc. J if '~q~t~~:,.~~htbe' i~f1iY 'abB~iu~it' ,~~ ~'a;':goof lj !@:,~~e ,i!: sini8ter spell 
• • " , ." , . • , \- "i; ~: .. -' c". • • :_ ,J .. . ,. • 
ot£inBlityabQut'~hSm~~chisdiffieultto challenge, or tor that matter, to 
'.' . ..' . 
-,','!1", ,.., 
18MCDonali;' pp.,.6~7 ~ :".' :,,' 
'- 19Ib1d.,J;:!';r.,<' 
analyze. DisregCU"ding religious beliefs, what else., indeed, should' one bave all 
an ultimate goal other than a gO()d lite? Mi." analys1s of this could. go only a 
~r' " , 
shade beyond "iMpreEJs1~sm, or b~ 'an . endl.e~s t~4 of, ,Iemantic quibbling; 1ts 
mean:l1ig to 'fl~8h andbil.00c11s P.e:x1ble.;:,,~~~1alJ.y the. s~e can be said of 
the AnJerican Stand;u-dof Living, ~e~ tho~ 'P~~b~lY mo:re : ~o80phiCal or pee 
• ,> 1>' :-. ~ 
.. , 
do-sc1ent1ticgro~ could be lavished ~n irs meaniIlg elements. At any rate, 
the essent1al, po1nt ::1e that McD~nald h&;t~ '~ot~i n~' new to~tfeJ'. in the realm at 
ultimate goals; he is contid~n~ that the goal~'and ideals' or 'the labor movement 
<- • ' :: ~~, '~' ,\-; ~ ~ ",,' - ~ 
can be expressed wit~.tp.e same,general'f~~e;of reference that cha7:acterize. 
" "', ", 
the prevalent 1deology:'otthe country. Hisverl>al adherence to the essential; 
" . " , , "':"",:!' ,i. .. 
cultural def1nit10~ ot Jmer:1ca1sQbyious;lanciit l?-s:philoSQpby: 1s' at var1aDc 
. ;' .. " ~", ,>;"0' >.":',:: '. ~. f~\':< ,:::~ , .'~ ~\:',(';,_ " , 
with them at {Ulit. ha~to be demQJlstrat~dOJ1 a)'lower<level of finalitYe 
. The' reqonwhy tbPl inherent 'tuz~ine~s''.ot:.tbese ultimate' goals is ot no 
• ,', ::'.' ,,' '·1 .~;,,;:,~ I, ,,~ ..... "',<f':~.':~· "~.'::,' , .,,', ~ .', " " , 
great concern. to McDonald 1~' a, f;mpl.e, o~:;"~,,~ge:Pr~e~~,,,ot , thin)d.ng and talk 
, , ",,', '," ", ' '", ". i 
1ng about his"olm ;nterpretat1ons'ot: them' h1s';i,h1losophy' takes on shape, S01I1I 
t ',': .' " ' _,' .' ',~ -, " " \': , • ..... 
pree1s1on,AAc1 elarity,'Wltlle c~r1shiXJg dynamiSM"and progress1vechange, be 
~~18t1ngt~~:,:t~'~~i :'~~tua1:~r'elDBrg1ng, ~e,"k~pt"ldthiJ1 the focus of the 
. ;" - ,::_".;;~~:~)::~ ....•. ~'~ •. o·~:" ~ '~:~\:;;:""" f'~" < .... ' ~. :~ " :- ~ ',,' -,_" ": .'.~- ') :,-: "', ,:> . ;<, ",. ". 
eountr.r'~,1.cU,tolog1ea1. cUmate, ~'or 1ts;ttr~tlons and aspiratioDS; 
'.... . >. ~:,;~:.~:/4:!}i::.~:.:~~'; .. '" f "~y:~~: :~\ ., .... , ." /: ~!~.:' ,» '.,',' ", c· "i' ,", :,,: "'; .,:~,,:: ~; "" ,/,,' .' ' 
IiWhat~'~ll8ea;'1.'~';~an'C9~qept;d;rnaIl11c, :~_oel"atic, founded on tb:l war 
.' '~. . \I'" . <~"~~~~~r':'L~1=;~: ;~: ~r'" , ," ~ .. '. ~ .~::, '.' '.' :.' .~.,' • '~i~ .,,"\' ",.: . ' 
bilitY'ofour>"copomic.,~yat~ andr,spe.ct to,~1illEi primary ~ortance of the 
" ," ~ \'- ,,<'~I~"'~'~J'~'~.': ... ~':'.',':':, <.,' '.1, \ :. ,~<'."":: '(.i~>':}'.;.": '.:',;. ::"" .~' " ',,' ,"~"_.~,,<':'," .".: , , . '. .' 
1ild1v1qw, and;~'~amUy'.~20:,~/;;,~~~;~~d, with c~nrideJlcel., "A unite4lab«,; 
'. . '. .,,' >z,:.·\..;·<~~ J • -'\'~, ~,';' ',i'~:;": 'i"'~' " ,,/f,-~:'>, "'.' ,_. ,,',.,:::"'" ~ •. ::. ~ 'L,:~ 
movemen1;"':'w1th a'iphilo80phy groundec;l'in our American wq or lite-can be a bill';: 
t, ., • '~r~,"',d"E~:):)~ ',' -.~ ". ..:~,,;,~~~; "'/<"'\;:" ,.:,. :1 Y'>.,.,.:-.. c. . " " .. ~ :'~ 
wCU"k against ~:rem1stllJ trOlllr ~ ,l,ft:"&ndtrom the right and,s:an direct it. ,: 
• ',:,:; ,.,' • :, .. ~ .. ~' ,'L ", -':. ' < :.<,;" ~ ':;~. "~'J~."~' ~ :',' :, :.»" 
,If' ,-
• .- ~ j .;.t,., C' 
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resources and energies towards making our system more secure here at home and, 
by example, abroad. tl2l These two statements are reproduced here primarily tor 
their value or illustrating McDonald's intense nationalism, a tact ~ich, 
strangely enough, otten serves as a basis tor doubting the very existence at a 
discernible labor philosophy' in setting goals, nat10nal standards ot striY1nga 
and aspirations •. However, while it is true that close identification with na-
tional ideals may have great tactical advantages for a movement aoo its leaders 
it also has ;ts drawbacks and is not always eully achieved. The qualifying 
note in McDo~ls case is that his nationalisn is purely territorial. in con-
cept. '~ 
. 
Our union will' always starxl tor human equality. We will' continue to 
detend the rights of all minorities. The AFL-CIO, although only a 
tew weeks old, has already expressed its united voice against dis-, 
crimination and in tavor of positive ;Legislation to curb abuses of 
our constitutional rights. I fee1confident that the influence ot 
unions such as the United Steelworkers ani others in the AFL-CIO 
will do much to make the equality of men a reality wi. thin the ranks 
ot labor and our great nation.22 
To sum it up, the first large stream ot thought Wlderlying McDonald's 
I 
statements about the goals or the American labor movement is shaped to reflect 
his conception about the content ot the American Wq of L:i.te, the American 
Dream and Standard of Living. The scope ot it is rather large and at times 
lacking in clarity and precision; its analytical potential can be streched to 
fit almost any concrete t orm ot action. / This is, however, the language ot 
/ 
McDonald. 
2l Ibid.~ 1,-16. 
-
22 ' Steel Labor, (Janua.r;y 19,6)~ p. 12. 
CONTINUOUS ECONCHIC GRMH 
,'.- . 
In looldng for something' more d1 &tincti"le and precise than the Anierican 
. 
Dream, the wrlter is inerl.tably lead to a heterogeneous aggregate of particular 
"' aims and goals. Meticulous doCumentation at them results in a seemingly andlesE 
list of objactifts proper to the various funCtional. units of the American labor 
movement. On taking a closer look, McDonald's address reveals itself to be a 
discursive presentation of the steelworkers i Federal and State LegislatiTe Pro-
'; , 
grams. These in turn are a modernised am up-to-date version or the Steelwa:-k-
era Organizing C01ll1littee t s rundanumta11eg1slative goals, dated December 1..4, 
1937.23 Both of them are usually on the agenda of the Constitutional Conven-
tions, the official forum 1Ihich establishes principles and ratifies policy. 
Since it is impossible to reproduce them. here in extenso, the latest legislatiTt! 
programs of the Steelworkers are listed in Apperidices III and IV tor the put"po8f! 
of dOC1llllentation. Entirely ODd tted is an attempted quasi-atatistical. tabulatiOI 
of the last three Constitutional Conventions t policy resolutions as still anotheI 
source for properly grasping the constitutive dements or McDonald's philosophy. 
His ideas w1~h regard to the goals or the American labor movement can be in-
ferred, to a~large extent, only tran these documents. This is especially so, it 
rank and rile interest and popular support are not to be disregarded while read-
w." , 
1ng the statements ot a man who is fairly conscious or tbl!t T&l.uas or publlc re-
•• ~ : c, • 
lations and has respect for them •. 
, :,' . 
23 . United Steelworkers ot America, Proceedings of the Eighth Constitutional 
Convention (Los Angeles, 1956), pp. 266-261. --
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What the writer is attempting to do mre is to present, largely by 1nter-
eooe, another main stream of thought underlying McDonald t s ideu about the goals 
or the American labor movement. While the American Dream can house a host of 
ideas, their untidy' mess of practical details seems to giTe credit to the re-
// . 
markable insight of Karl Matmlle1m'which would suggest that the case or the 
steelworkers'~ leader i8 not an isol&ted 1natance: "The utopian str1 v1ng 
towards a ,goal: and the closely relAted capacit)" for a broad perspectift disinte-
.. ' 
grate • • .i~ the . trade-uniOn movement into a mere b~ of directions for mas-
tering a Tut"number of concrete deta:Uswl th a view to taking a political stanc:l 
~ , , ' 
. with reference to them. ,,24 The writer regards this observation u ~ssentia:u.,. 
true regarding McDonald's ideas which does' not mean, however, that no suf-
ficiently plausible order at all can be estabUshed from them. 
Close 'identification with national ideals and the unwritten lay ot mere 
practiCality requires him to gear these goals to the preTai11ng institutional 
arrangementsan:lthe existing adm1n1stratiTe IIBchineries. The records show that 
while maintaining the absolute pr:t.mac,- ot matters' directly affecting the labor 
mOTem.ent ot t.he day, McDonald is concerned with the affairs or international. 
polities, the iJirprovement or rafol'll or certain political institutions at home, 
measures embracing the entire field. . of economic endeavors; and finally, am' 
i aboTe all, the sateguards or tull industrial production and emplO1lllent. The se 
are the principal areas ot his interest as reported bi steel 'Labor and the Pro-
ceedings. TJ1eir order ot importance, however, can be establiahed onl,- through 
the discover,- ot another major stream or thought, a theme that gOTernB his 
~. . 
Karl Mannheim, Ideologz ~ Ut?pia (New York, 1953). p. 22,. 
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thinking. 
The theme itself is essUy spotted by virtue of its frequency in McDonald' 
statements. At times it is explicitly expressed, on other occasions it is mere 
'-1 impli ed. Perhaps its most concise formulation is to be found in a Special. ' 
/' 
Report to the 1954 Constitutional' Convention of tm Steelworkers: nIt should b 
cUar to all Americans that if any law can be said to apply' to our econauy, it . 
is the requirement of growth, both to expand the material well being of our na-
tion and to keep our expanding population .fully employed. "2, The same report 
also contSins the following passage, spelling out the reasons for continuous 
economic growth as a primary goalt "First, our economic system must create mo 
jobs each year in order to take care of the employment 'peeds of an expanding 
population. And secondly, a comtantly larger volume of output must be produce 
and S) ld each year to preTent the lay-off of substantial numbers of the present 
labor farce as a result of our constantly improved productivity."26 
While the tracing of this second major ultimate goal in McDonald's phUoso 
ph)" does not constitute in itself a startling discovery, i~ seems to be warrant 
ed by the following reasons: (1) it is frequently quoted and has a logical 
~ to the ever growing and widespread standard of living which is, perhaps, 
less technical ·and has more popular appeal to both rank-and-file and others as 
Americans; (2) continuous economic growth is quite often presented to public 
opinion as one of the primary national goals of America, and if it is thought 0 
as a panacea for many evils, McDonald shares this bias with a great number of 
2'USWA, Proceedings, 1954, p. 314. 
26Ibid., 304. 
r:-~--------------------------------------------------~ 
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political leaders, being, perhaps more entitled to it than others; (3) the 
furthering of America's economic growth is clearly' w:tthin the competence or the 
AlIIerican labor movement and its leaders; (4) and finally, while the American 
Dream. and. Standard or Living and Economic Growth are combination concepts, they 
/ 
f 
still can be identified as the ultimate goals or the American labor movement 
Which in practice, and also theoreticallT, integrate its institutional. strivings 
and shape its means of everyday action. 
The qualitying note in McDonald t s phUosopl'ly which penni ts the establish-
ment of the relative importame of his "Various ideas w:tth regard to these major 
goals is perhaps best illustrated by the follow:tng McDonald-Reuther incident. 
It is an incident in the sense that the juxtaposition at their statements is 
logically warrait ed and the antagonism between the two men i8 well known. 
During the fifteenth Constitutional Comrention or the OIO in November, 
1953, Walter P. Reuther made the following statement:. "We are not acting as a 
narrow economic pressure group because we cannot mswar our problems unless we 
help answer the problems or all our people. tt27 Since McDonald's "seething dis-
like for Reuthern28 was well publicized in th5 press by then, he fel.t compelled 
to set the record straight at the 1954 convention of the United Steelworkers of 
America. 
There have likewise been declarations to the effect that MCDonald has 
been spending a lot of his time needling Walter Reuther. I t is true 
that there are many issues upon whim Walter Reuther am I do not see 
eye to eye, but I told Walter Reuther When he became president of the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations that as long as he acted as a 
27 Steel Labor, (December 1953), p. 2. 
28"Labor: Scorekeepers,"!!!!!!" LID (November 1953), 27. 
trade unionist m would receive my support, but the moment that be 
attempted to change the Congress of Industrial Organizations into 
any sert of instrumentality other than upon which its principles 
were founded, then he would have to fight McDonald and the United 
steelworkers of Amerioa.29 
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Although the exact nature of M~Donald fS differences of opinion with the 
,(' 
. /' 
"famous redhead" cannot be discussed hereby the writer, there is nothing in the 
records which would make him doubt the essem:.ial truthfUlness of this statement. 
llhile it is obvious that no analytical sophistication or careruu.,. drawn cate-
gories can take awq from the respective lists of goals of these two men, the 
ideas of the initial CIO dream, the conception of a brave new world, one with-
out extremes in we81.th and opportunit,.,> Hc:Donald prefers to stay closer to the 
traditional trade miion goa1.s thab does Walter Reuther. 
At any i'at~'~ . the preceding ans~is is being offered iil the belief that the 
data not onlY warrant the identification of two major stre8llS of thought td. th a 
definable cofil:i~tual core in McDonaldfs thinking as to tm goals of the Americm: 
labor movement" but they also justify the ma1ysis of sane of their aspects as 
means or as mere ingredients of attitudes. 
29USWA., Proc~ed1ngs, 19,4, p. 261. 
-CHAPT1!R III 
}EANS 
A marked sensitivity to the close interdependence of ends and meana ani the 
determination of the goals in tems of the realistic ability to do the job con-
stitutes the cornerstone of American practicality. Inspired by the beliet' that 
at no time is sufficiently plausible knowledge available to tackle long-range 
objectiTes, they are usually left to be taken care of by the constant change in 
approach to the problems of the day. A short paragraph of McDonald' 8 opening 
statement to the Seventh Constitutional Convention of the Steelworkers should 
serve as an 1n~roduction to this chapter on means and illustrate the point made 
above. 
I firmly believe that we must constantly change our approach to 
problems. 'What was good yesterday is no good today, and will be 
useless. tomorrow •. I firmly belieTe that if 118 are to continue to 
simply accept the status quo in industrial relations, administra-. 
tive and organizing techniques and all of the other things lIhich 
go to operating a labor union, we would soon find ourselves fall-
ing by the wayside.3D 
The preoccupation with perfecting the means of the labor mOTement in order 
to catch up w1~h and get ahead of other forces, or not to fall by the wayside, , 
is a recurrent note in McDonaldts thinking. 
The means of American labor unions can be divided into three categories for 
the purpose pf deSCription and an.al.ysis. In· his San Francisco speech while 
30USWA., Proceedings, 19,4, p. ll. 
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talking about the inequities of the status quo, McDonald himself concedes that 
s0ll18 can be corrected by labor and mamgement alone, whereas others will need 
much wider support and constitute a task for govermnental actions "The inequi-
ties we note must be corrected. Some we can do by ourselves; others which are 
imPossible f'.o~ us to do alone must be dcne with our help through our system of 
government. n3l A clear distinction is drawn between economic and political 
lIleans, delimiting roughly the areas of' collective bargaining and political ac-
tivity. HOweTer, since the purpose of' this thesis is to give a comprehensive 
view of' McDonald's philosophy, it seems to be appropriate that a discussion of' 
his ideas concerning the principles of organizational. activity precede the a-
nalY'Sis of economic and political means. The giant Steelworkers' union i tselt 
is a means of the labor mcrrement, and McDonald fS views on the nature or this 
tool so carefully engineered to do an adequate job, are just as important as his 
opinions regarding its potential economic an:l political usefulness. Further-
more, this is still the core area, or the very root, 'Where important. ideological 
differences among individual labor leaders stem. 
ORGANIZING ACTIVITl 
The pri.mary commitment of organizing by the Steelworkers is expressed as 
The United Steelworkers of America recognizes its obligation to 
bring the benefits of unionism to those workers ld. thin our juris-
diction lilo have not yet been brought into our ranks. Both in the 
interest of those workers lilo are outside our ranks and for the 
maximum protection and security of the members of' our union, the 
~CDOnald, p. 5. 
task ot extending our Union mu.st be carried forward in every' plant in the indus-
tries over which we bave jurisdiction."32 The quotation is a ~aitly represen-
tative sample' of the philosophy of industrial unionism, and it does detine the 
actual scope ot job-territoryliithin which the various techniques ot job control 
,/' . . 
are applied. Admitting t~t "in many or the great industries the period or or-
g8nizing the union is quite canp1ete,"33 and this is largely true or the steel 
. . 
industry" s maintenance and production workers, McDonald' s prima.ry concern is the 
so-called White Co11ar Drive, "since technical and related clerical. functions 
assume ever larger importance in the expanded production ani use of automatic 
equipment.·.34 As to the extent of his spontaneous solidarity, occasionally it 
seems to reach far beyond the borders of the USA tor the purpose of protecting 
the interests or his rank and file: "I don~t know how you can protect the 
standards or the bauxl. te JIli.ners here 1£ thousands ot virtually enslaved men go 
down into the mines ot Venezuela, Guatemala and Jamaica for sl«Y'e wages. ·3, 
The particular structural torm of organization that McDonald is committed 
to uphold is industrial. unionism. Historically, the commitment dates back to 
the famous decision of John L. Lewis to organize the Steelworkers as an indus-
trial union. Testimony- given by McDonald before a House Committee on Education 
and Labor in 1953 suggests, however, that its practical jmplications are sti11 
32 . 
steel Labor, (Oetober19,8), p. 10. 
3~cDonald, p. 5. 
34 USWA., Proceedings, 19,6, p. 152. 
3'Steel Labor, (July 19,3), p. 5. 
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with the labor movement in the form of jurisdictional disputes, a crucial prob .. 
1em. Craft unions ". • .have a vell established' and time honored functional 
field. • • • On the otmr hand, we think it is equally true that there are 
certain .f~e1ds ~ which craft llIrl:0nism is impractical; ani we believe it dis-
criminatory to give craft unions the Unrettered legal right repeatecD.y to invade 
such fields evon though there is a prior decision of the Board to the contra-
rr."36 
The 1958 Comrention Proceedings provide the following remarks by McDonald, 
, . 
on the problem of dual. unionism f 
We wU1 not fer get about the craftsmen in. our own organization, I 
assure you. We haven·t forgotten them. We have had quite a bit 
of a hassle w:t th certain members of the Executive Councilor the 
AFL-CIO on this subject. Of course, we keep insisting that all of 
this work around the plattt.s be done by. the memers of the United 
Steelworkers of America • 
. . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
W. have made our position verY clear on that and as a consequence 
we have' refused to become a party·.to the agreement between the In-
dustrial. Union Department and the Building 'Trades Department of the 
AFL-CIO. If we were to subscribe to the reasoning of some of these 
members of the Building Trades Department., we would find ourselves 
giving up perhaps 150,000 or 200,000 members of the United Steel-
workers of America. We are just not that·ld.nd of people. It took 
us too long, and too much blood, sweat and tears went into the 
organizing of the Steelworkers Union, and we are just not the ld.nd 
of people who like to gi va things away .37 
This tYPe of thinldng is behind the de1a;red signing of the ~-Ra1ding 
Agreement anthorized by McDonaldfs Executive Board in October, 1953 but signed 
by it only on March 2, 1955, that is, after due and long cons1derations.38 
36Steel Labor, (M~ 1953), p. 12. 
37Stee1 Labor, (October 1958), p. 13. 
38Steel Labor, (April 1955), p. 2. 
/' , 
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The AFL-C.....!Q Merger Agreement of Februar.r 9, 1955, signed by McDonald on March 2, 
1955, accentuates again the issue of iD:lustrial unionism and its practical im-
plicationsas McDonald and his Executive Board look at it: 
The Merger Agreement is grounded on sound, honorable and truly demo-
cratic principles. It~recognizes and guarantees the integrity of 
each voluntarily affiliated union; it guarantees and provides equal 
status for industrial. unions; it provides for constitutional guaran-
tees and for internal. machinery to insure the elimination of such 
evils as raiding, racial discrimination, coll'lllWlist or other totali-
tarian infiltration, racketeering and other corrupting intluences.39 
As to direct statements of McDonald concerning the merger, which is a prob-
lem or functional. autonomy' and atfillation, none of them is truly representati Te 
or has documentary value as an isolated statement. Using his address on Organic 
Unity, made during the SeVenth Constitutional Convention of the. Steelworkers, 
as a systematic effort to present his ideas on the matter, the tenor of his 
speech is that labor unity is feasible and desirable because of the increased 
efficiency it creates in all sorts of trade-union activities. He desires unity 
for the sake of efficiency and not for personal. advantage or selfish gains. 
"Now, let me dispel another fairy tale that has been written about. I . don't 
want, nor would I under ~ conditions accept, officership in the CIO, the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor or any other sert of merged. setup. All I want is to be 
President of the United Steelworkers of America. "40 Explaining his ideas about 
the nature of relationship in a future merged federation--in the making at that 
time--he uses the CIO as an example. 
39Ibid• 
40 USWA., Proceedings, 1954, p. 266. 
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• • .it was made eminently' clear that those eight union which form-
ed the CIO were doing it simply as a means of bringing their philoso-
phies of unionism together, and that the eIO was in no sense a govern-
ing body of the unions it woUld be building; that in no sense was it a 
parental body • 
. "
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
The believers in pan-unionism; however, would like to subvert this ' 
fundamental philosophy' of the Congress of Industrial Organizations 
and make us all servants of one powerfUl master, whoever that master 
might be. And I have no reference to person.aJ.1ties in this sense. 
But the very idea is wrong, that :118, the United Steelworkers at 
America, are serTants of an;r group, that we can be pushed around by' 
this man or by that man or by' a dozen men • • • • We take orders 
fran. only one group, and that group is the United Steelworkers of 
America't.F no other group • • •• Affiliated with? Yes! Owned 
~ ~1~ . . 
The merger being an accomplished fact, MCDonald reiterates his determina-
tion to safeguard the particular structural form and functional autonomy of his 
union, which obviously reduced the significance of the merger to merely more 
prestige for the labor movement and largely a matter of inoreased political ef-
ficiency. "I repeat, we are an imustrial type union and will continue to or-
ganize on that basis. We hold to the theory that in basic indttstry one unio~ 
for all the workers is the best arrangement. There are circumstances where 
craft unions have an advantage, fran. a, bargaining standpoint. But we in steel 
will never abandon our principle 6~ industrial llDionism. "42 
. 
The same'interview, in which the preceding statement was made, provides 
stUl another' priIlciple close to the heart of McDonald, that is, the prinCiple 
of non-discrimination with regard to membership. Since it bas been quoted ear-
Uer, and in a much broader context,43 at this point, perhaps, a less formal. 
41 ' Ibid., 268-269. 
42Steel Labor, (January 1956), p. 9. 
43 
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phrasing of the very s_ idea v.Ul do as documentation: "Segregation may exist 
in classrooms, hotels and places of public assembly, but when a man goes into a 
mill or a faetoty he becomes a part of a working machine and all color seems 
sudd~ to drain 'rrom hi~'body' and h~ becCllles just a man~"44 Thus, McDonald's 
./ 
stand on the issue or civil rights, at least so far as it applies to industrial 
democracy, is' unequi TOCally clear. 
And fina1.lJr, the last major value commitment or McDonald's union in the 
area of organizational acti rl ty concerns the el1g1bUi ty of Cornrrrun:l:sts and other 
subversiTes for membership. The Steelworkers' fight against Communists has been 
a long one and after having read all of his major speeches it is evident that 
' .. 
McDonald is tither pround of their record. nUe to a Constitutional Amendment 
passed dur~ the 19,4 USWA. CollTention, the first one ~der his presidency, 
Article In, Sec. 4 of the Steelworkers' Constitution now reads, in part, as 
tollows t "No person shall be eligible for membership • .' .,,110 actiTely partici-
pates in the actiT1ties of the Communist Party, Ku Klux Klan, or any fascist, 
, 
totalitarian, or other subversive organization ~ch opposes the democratic 
~nciples to which the ~n1ted States and Canada and our Union are dedicated. "4, 
~cDona1d considers anti-cammuriism as a freely endorsed and firmlT held principle 
but he is not; too hapPY' wi th S~ction 9(h) of the Taft-Hartley Act, just as 
Philip Murray 'looked upon it as an insult to labor. Should a Steelworker resort 
to the use of the Fifth Aniendment in order to defend himself, McDonald' s EJtecu-
tiTe Board is guided by the following directive! "Invocation of a 
44uSWA., Proceedings, 1956, p. 297. 
45Steel Labor, (October 19,4), p. 8. 
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constitutional guarantee, standing alone, cannot be the basis for loss of mem-
bership in our union fir for the faUtlre of the union to protect employe rights 
under a collective bargaining agreement, includillg the right to be free from 
unilateral and arbitrar.r disciPlinary action or di8charge."46 
Constitutional eligibility requirements cannot be mentioned without think-
ing of the ideological implications of the union-shop and the check-ott. WhUe 
the official pubiications of the union are full of the slogan-like pros and con! 
relevan'(:; to these problems, McDonald himself can hardly be 8lIpected to philoso-
phize about the possibility that things could be otherwise than they are. The 
slogans are well known, and the statistical data illustrate clearly McDonald's 
I stand with regard, to the issues 1m'olved.47 
The fact that no ideal can be incorporated without some loss of its ideal 
character is smu.ar1y evident in the c10sing quotation of this section on or-
ganizing activities. It concerns the coDtroversial problem of union democrac.y, 
ar to be more precise, the way of representing erfeetive1y the rights of the 
rank and fUe in the union. The probl.em has arisen in connection with the 
Rarick affair, one or the rare instances in trade union history when an inter-
national president is ope~ being challenged in his bid tor re-election.48 
What Oi"iginai1Y started as a protest against increasing the monthly dues of the 
Steelworkers became an internal political fight and ended with these closing re-
marks about the free, democratic election of Statf Representatives. McDonald ie 
46steel.,iLabor, (AprU 19.5.5), p. 6. 
47See Appendix II, p. 
48philip Taft, "Opposition to Union Officers in Election," Quarterlz 
Journal of Economics, LVIII (February 1944), 246-264. 
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speaking: 
If the delegates to this Convention desire a complete breakdown of 
compliance with policy considerations--if they desire an increase 
in the size of the staff beyond the point or financial ability be-
cause of the constant and increasing demand from Local Unions to 
elect their own staft Representatives and resist grouping for pur-
poses ot administration-if they would have an increasing tinancial 
burden on their Local Unions as a result of a Staff Representative 
perhaps suggesting the arbitration or worthless grievances thereby 
shifting the responsibility of making decisions, which he, together 
with the Grievance Committee should make, to an arbitrator-if they 
would have conflicting political forces within each Local Union 
predicated on favor for or opposition to one or more aspirants tor 
staff posi tiona-if they would have elected representatives who 
would be obligated only to the whims and policies of those elements, 
who might well be the minortty of the eligible membership, which 
elected them, then I presume the delegates assembled in this Con-
vention are in favor of forcing staff Representatives to stand 
election. But I ask you, then, has this organization having with-
stood the chill winds of many' adversities,· well mown to all of you, 
and having progressed--and continuing to do so with your magnificent 
and dedicated cooperation-been in error in the mlinner by which it 
renders service to its members~49 
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The delegates, of course, said overwhelmingly aye to McDonald' s proposal of 
rejecting the election of Staff Representatives, and another political problem 
was successfully transforme~ into a mere administrative one. 
ECONOMIC MEANS 
The traditional objectiTes of American unions are usually expressed with 
the slogan-1Ue simpUcity of higher wages, shorter hours, and better working 
conditions •. If t~re is, however, one aspect of the American labor movement's 
philosophy 'Which has to be treated under the heading of its principal means, 
this is the 'one.· Reduced to two simple words, "more now, It by the otherwise 10-
quacious Gompers, the economic philosophy of organized labor is centered around 
49 Steel Labor, (October 19,8), p. 24. 
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a vast array of technical paraphernalia: the economic means of collective bar-
gaining, with the most spectacular me among them, the strike, looming in the 
backgound of every possible negotiation. "Our workshop is the collective bar-
gaining ·table. It is there where we meet our challenges, not only foradvancin~ 
the interests of our respective individual groups, but 1d.th sensitivity to the 
welfare of our comrnM1ties, our Nation and to society itselt. tt50 And look:l.ng 
for the animating spirit of collectiTe bargaining, the finding of Briefs will 
certainly do as nOll1enclat~e: Itthe ethos of job dependency.tt51 This, of course 
does not mean that the categories of higher wages" shorter hours, and better 
working conditionsrare not serviceable enough for the purpose of presenting the 
principal ideas of McDonald concerning the economic means or his union. 
The primary components of a high standard of living, the most concrete goal 
of the unions, are high· wages • Collective bargaining is the means to get them. 
In the ease or the Steelworkers, the demands are formulated by a 170 member 
International Wage Policy Committee, an instrumentality created by the Second 
Constitutional Convention of the union in 1944.52 
The 1957 Wage Poliey, with regard to higher wages, reads as follows: "The 
economic needs or the menb ers of the United Steelworkers of America, their 
greatly incfeaaing productivity, the record profitabUity of the industry, and 
the economic situation of the country as a whole, all require that substantial 
wage mcreases be negotiated. Every effort shall be made to obtain as a 
50 McDonald, p. 2. 
51noetz A. Briefs, !h!. Proletariat (New York, 1937), p. 224. 
52Stee1 Labor, (NOTember 1946), p. 11. 
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~, at least as much as the basic steel wage increases ••• "53 On the 
other hand, the 1958 Wage Pollcy' illustrates what happens when such groundswell 
forces pervade the econ~ as an inflation, a recession, or a recovery from it. 
"The economic needs of tm members of the Un! ted steelworkers of America, their 
greatly increasing productivity, the reCord profitability of the industry, and 
the urgent need for expanded purchasing power to help improve the dire economic 
situation or the cotmtry as a whole, all require that substantial wage increases 
be negotiated. Every effort shall be made to obtain as a minimum, at least as 
much as the basic steel wage increases • • • ",4 Thus, the economic needs of the 
workers, productivity, profits and the actual economic situation of the countr,r 
are the recognized criteria of McDonald's wage negotiations, the purchasing 
power theory of wages serving as the primazy ideological basis. An ideology' 
which is built around the idea of sharing fairly in the profits of a profit. 
making employer is equaJJ.y useful. in both "economic" or "dire economic" situ~ 
at ions of the countlY as a whole. The theory is one of the most serviceable 
principles of temporary accommodation. "Higher wages for thousands of (alumi-
num) workers can well give the economy another added lift as our members in 
aluminum stand a better chance to btq the goods and servi.ces available, thus 
helping to provide a better- standard of living. And that, after all, is our 
prime purpose as a union. "55 And again, " ••• only people have purchasing 
53Steel Labor, (JuJ.y 1951~, p. 4. 
54Steel Labor, (June 1958), p. 2. 
55steel Labor, (August 1958), p. 3. 
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power to keep the wheels of indust17 turning ••• and it is our firm conviction 
that we should press w.i. th all the strength, Tigor and skill we possess for 
greater benefits for our people. n56 It is McDonald's firm conviction also that 
Ita period of reoesaion is no t.ime for a backward step • • •• It and during such a 
period in 1958 he Wblasted suggestions from some quarters," reports steel ~, 
Itthat the union forego the third package of wage benefits scheduled to go into', 
effect J~ 1 under the current basic steel agreement."57 This is a matterot 
principle for him; the United Steelworkers of America "has absolutely no inten-
tion of yieldinglihat this union has rightfully gained for its members, nor doee 
this union irttehd,'now or at any other time, to regard contracts as meaningless 
docUments to be dis~garded at will. "58 
The closing sentence in the above quoted wage pollcy, "Every effort shall 
be made to obtain as a rn1nimum, at least as much as the basic steel wage in-
creases," represents a characteristic of the steelindustr.r--pattern bargaining. 
Testimony by McDonald before a House Committee on Education and Labor in 1953 
makes it clear, however, that the union is merely adapting itseU to the situ-
ation: " ••• long before the advent of the union, employers themselves had 
Toluntar1l.1' established a pattern of unii'om. wage movements in the basic steel 
industry whieh the,.. felt best met the tacts of lite in their industr;r.n59 
56steel Labor, (June 1958), p. 2. 
57Ibido 
58Ibia.. 
59 
steel tabor, (May 1953), p. 12. 
-McDonald, or course, takes up the challenge b,. instituting measures which enable 
the union to copen th the situation as it exists. The result is a vast program 
of administrative moves and procedural rationalizations inspired primar1l.y b,. " 
the oldSWOO principle or equal treatment !.2.. all. The ~art ot the matter, in 
,/ 
the basic steel' industry which sets the pattern for the other industries, was 
the adoption at a uniform method of establishing wage rates. The work on adopt-
ing such a method began with a Directive Order or the National 'War Labor Board, 
dated November 2" 1944, and resulted in the creation or the steel Manual which 
now governs wage negotiations throughout the entire steel industr;y.60 The innu-
merable and intricate technical details ot this undertaldng are usuaJ.l,. referred 
to by McDonald and his SteelllOrkers as wage inequity programs, recently' initi- ':11: :'; 
ated also in the Iron Ore Mining, Basic Uuminum, Can Manufacturing, and Metal.) -~~, 
, ' ~i.t, '; 
Fabricating Industries.6l Their aim is simple: uniform wage rates throughout r;;~ 1 
the entire jurisdictional field of the union. ~:l ~ 
,i": :"'~ 
McDonald takes special pride also in the wiping out of the so-called':··..,.'<j :t~1~~ >" : 
"southern dU'terentia1 n which at one time was as great as 17i cents per hour, 
"From the vt!rY' beg] nn1 ng, we have never seen any logic to the Southern differen-
tial. For that reason, we have never let up in the fight to e11m1nate it. I 
am happy to be able to stand before you todq and report that, from DOW on, 
Southern steelworkers are no longer second-class citizens.n62 
6Ov1ncent D. Sweeney, The United Steelworkers of America, Twenty Years 
Later, 19)6-19$6. No place? publlcation, n.d. -
61Stee1 Labor, (October 19,8), p. 14. 
62 Sweeney, p. 14,. 
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In addition to the policy of equal. treatment to all, the idea of the so-
II.iCl. .......... ' ... "basic steel package" dominates the thlnldng of McDonald and his Stee1-
• The basic steel agreement is used as a yardstick for the other indus-
with which the USWA deals 1f1th regard to both hourl;y wages and fringes, 
, : I 
as cost of living adjustments, supplementary unemployment benefits,insur-
ance and pension plans. 
Pattern bargaining requires careful planning and coordinated efforts, hence 
policy aimed at t.beestabl j ~ or llDU'om tupiratian dates ~or all. al':2"ee-l 
TIle releTmt seet1au aC tlJ!t al7cmJ quvted 1951 ~ Pollc;r reads as t"cI-
"Since our basic steel and other major contracts will terminate June 30, 
, the ~ duration of any contract negotiated hereafter shall be two 
I ..... , .. "' ... "63 The 19,8 version sets the limit as ttone year."64 
Still another aspect of this type of collective bargaining activity is re-
in the remarks of McDonald to his Wage Policy Committee in Washington 
on J~ 11-12, 1957. WhUe explaining that the Steelworkers are engaged in 
rty-eight different types of production, he announced that " ••• plans are 
the making for a series of regional meetings this fall which will put the Uni 
Steelworkers bargaining problems on an industry-by-industry basis. "65 
As to the so-called hidden costs embodied in the various forms of economic 
securitY--9sealator clauses, SUB, insurance, and pension plans~the statistics 
63Steel Labor, (July 19,7), p. 5. 
64steei Labor, (June 19,8), p. 2. 
65 Steel Labor, (July 19,7), p. 4. 
provide sufficient prima facie information. Their broad philosophical. signi.fi-
c31lce w:l.ll be referred to later on in a more suitable context. One single re-
mark of McDonald, however, can illustrate here the principal theme of his think-
ing about these economic means. /' 
I don't adTance the Guaranteed Annual Wage or the Supplementary- Unem-
ployment Benefits, as our organization chooses to call it, as an abso-
lute answer to the automation problem, nor do we advance it as a pana-
cea for the man;y other problems underlying causes of unemployment. 
But~ .labor will need convincing to show it that current state jobless-
p~ benefits are high enough, that th~ are for a sufficient duration, 
or that there is something basica.ll.y unsound about some form or supp1e-
mentary- payment from the industry in which they are anplo;yed.66 
The basic philosophy of McDonald concerning shorter hours is set forth in 
the .rollowing manner: "One of the major goals of the United Steelworkers or 
America is reduction in the number of hours of YOrk while maintaining and in-
creasing the take-home pay of our members. The timeliness of this goal is ac-
centuated at the present time by the accelerated pace or automation in industr,r. 
This goal can be implemented by a shorter work week, a shorter work day, and 
periodic extended vacations provided in our contracts.n67 The March 9, 1959 
issue of !!!!!! has this to s~ about the idea of extended T&cations: "Last week 
McDonald came out with an idea that he hoped would please his steel workers, ane 
not cost too much for the companies. He suggested a three months' vacation witt 
pay for each worker every riTe years. 'At current rates, t said McDonald, 'this 
would cost the. industry no more than l2¢ an hour per man and would create 
25,000 to )5,000 new jobs in basic steel.' Employment, McDonald noted, has not 
66 McDonald, pp. 14-15. 
67Steel Labor, (July 1957), p. 4. 
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risen as fast as production since the recession; consequently, his feather-
IWIIC,U-U&e, idea would. take up some of the slack."68 Thus, the idea appears to be 
sClilewhat unusual, to srq the least; nevertheless, it is being seriously contem-
by McDonald as a possible economic means to achieve a higher standard or 
r And finally, the last one in the traditional scheme of economic .eans is 
I < 
; the area of better working conditions. The ierm itself has very real and im-
portant meaning but ~s is basic~ a . combination concept refe'rdng to minute 
details and every-day- facts of life in a particular industrial plant. Standing 
for an aggregate of acceptable minimum standards, it is rather difficult to 
c elle and an~e as ,a basic idea of labor t s philosophy'.· Paradoxically, however, 
is the most crucial. area of .American trade-unionism, and also probably the 
tle-field of its most significant achievements. Tpe primary instrumentality 
of better working conditions is the grievance procedure, the focal point of the 
worker's interest in the affairs of his union. The settling of grievances is; 
to McDonald's mind, the major cause of industrial peace. Consequently, mutual. 
understanding and cooperation are promoted as the supreme Talues ot 1JXiustrial. 
. relations-the only realistic sateguards of better working conditions. 
-
With my associates, I haTe toured about one hundred mills and facto-
ries all over the United States, seeking to find the causes of indus-
trial peace, and I think we have found the causes of industrial peace. 
The causes of industrial peace are found primarily whenever men under-
stand one another, lthen men deal with one another in true honesty and . 
true dignity. 
• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
The management officials in these mills to which I refer are not weak-
lings. They are not pantywaists. They are strong men. . They are men 
68 . 
"State of Business: Three Month.' Vacation," Time, LXXIII (March 1959). 
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of steel. But in these situations the management and the union have 
learned how to work out their problems. Management in these ai tuations 
have been instructed by their superiors to settle grievances right down 
at the bottom where they originate, to get them out of the road before 
they develop into sores and cankers.69 
His address on David J. /McDonald Day, in April, 1954, further emphasizes 
the speedy settlement of grievances, and also places the use of strikes in a 
proper per~ctive. 
If the' company is arbitrary and provocative in its actions and atti-
tudes, there i8 no W1l3' to keep the pot trcmboillng over eventually. 
If the company and union cannot settle grievances anQ. complaints 
quickly and fairly so as to give workers the feeling that they can 
obtain consideration on a fair basis and while the problem is still 
ripe, then the tendency to strike will be strong. 
• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • .when balanced against the hazards of strikes and the cost of 
lost wark to the partiCipants, the delay of grievance procedures 
and of the decisions of arbitrators are preferable to illegal strikes 
in disregard of contract obligations.70 ' 
The strike itself, however, is such a basic ~conomic means of the union 
that the right to strike is taken entirely for granted by McDonald. The tenor 
of policy resolutions on strikes, a steady feature of conventions, reads as fol-
lows: "We recognize that unity of all workers is the solid foundation on which 
progress and the strength of our democratic labor movement depend."71 The ref-
erence is made primarUy to the pledged support of strikes conducted either by 
steelworkers' locals or by other unions. As to the nation-wide strikes, 
McDonald takes considerable pride in the cinc responsibility of his union. Re- r 
ferring to the three major strikes in the basic steel industry (1946, 1949 and 
69MCDonald, p. 13. 
70Steel Labor, (April 1954), p. 15. 
'1luSWA., Proceedings, 1956, p. 151. 
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1952) since the union was founded in 1936, he states: "In each case we post-
poned our strikes when so requested by government. In each case, we accepted 
gO'fernmental proposals tor settlement of the dispute,"despite the extent to 
li1ich these pt"oposals denied what we considered reasonable requests for improve-
ment in working conditions.n72 
Perhaps one more note can be added here on economic means; it refers to the 
possible use: of court injunctions~ "We are opposed to the concept of having 
differences in labor-management relations dragged into court. We seriously 
doubt that a law suit improves relations between the parties involved. n73 
PCLITICAL MEANS 
David J. McDonald is rather candid about labor's involvement in the poli-
tical struggles of America: "Well, you know in our land it is impossible to 
separate politics from economics. We Imow that. n74 Acting upon this insight 
into actual workings of the Americsn system, his ideas concerning poll tics in 
general are similar to the principal tenets of labor's rtGompersian" heritage. 
The Officers t Report to the steelworkers t 1958 COlTVention reads as follows: 
Political action is the life blood of democracy regardless of' its 
source. It is the medium bY' which the political tbinldng and aspi-
rations of' our people are gauged. It is the barometer of guidance 
used bY' those who write our laws on all levels of government. Those 
segments of our national econom;r which make the best showing in the 
field of political action are most likelY to receive the greatest 
attention in the legialative halls of America. OUr approach to the 
72steel Lahor, (M~ 1953), p. 12. 
73Ibid• 
74uswA., Proceedings, 1956; p. 298. 
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field of political. action is not a selfish one. It is not in any 
sense geared to the thought of helping our membership at the ex-
pense of any other group. Instead tts aim is to he1p bring about 
the election to public office of those people who earnestly desire 
a more abundant economy for all. Americana and the rest of the world. 
We fu.lly realize that no particuJ.ar group can long prosper at the 
expense of others. We mus,t all prosper together or we suffer to-
gether.7' ,,'/ 
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This program, while going beyond Gompers" principle of "rewarding our 
friends and punishing our enemies," nevertheless shops short of any final p0-
litical commi~ment; it merely emphasizes the importance of political activity. 
The following statement indicates McDonald's attitude toward politics in a more 
practical manner: 
, I can almost hear it. What about politics? Will there be a labor 
party?, Will labor take over the goverriment? I could ask the same 
questions of you about business. But since these are legitimate 
questions--even if based on a malconception of labor's aim~I will 
state emphatically that labor wants no third party, now or ever, 
and that the new federation or AFL-CIO feels that its needs, your 
needs, and the needs of the rest of the countr,y can best be served 
in the framework of our existing two parties and we will work with 
both of them. 
The n~ federation--like our International Union--is fion-partisan 
and we mean just that. Many critics of 1abor-and we have a few 
for your information--accuse us of siding with one political party. 
And I sa:y that we have endorsed more Republicans for various public 
offices across the nation than our critiCS, who equallr claim to be 
non-partisan, have endorsed Democrats.76 . 
. 
McDonald's stand with regard to the issue of the third party is the same 
~ 
since July 7, 1943, the date of birth of the CIO's Political Action Committee. 
The influence of Phil.ip Murray and Sidney Hillman is, no doubt, responsible 
for the shaping of his ideas.in this respect. Murray's article on tr.Labor's 
7'steel Labar, (October 19,8), p. 4. 
76 McDonald, p. 16. 
Political Aims," later known as CIO Publication #102, and Sidney Billman's tes-
timony' before a House .CO!III11ttee on August 28, 1944 are the two most outstanding 
documents of the CIo-PAC's aims. McDonald, first as an alternate to VanA. 
Bittner, then as a full-time m~mber of the CIo-PAC's Executive Committee, is to 
be found amortg the conservatives concerning the issue of the third party. 77 
AS to the principle of ~-partisanship, his claims can be substantiated 
by referring to the activities of the USWA's Constitutional Conventions. The 
Policy Resolutions are consistent in endorsing this principle. Among the hon-
orar,y speakers addressing these gatherings one can find both Democrats and 
Republicans. McDonald t s numerous visits to the White House represent still an-
other aspect of his non-partisan.h1p. He might cal.1 as a friend or casual 
visitor; although a confirmed Democrat, his relationship to Republican Presiden1 
Eisenhower is reportedly based on mutual respect and esteem. Pending steel ne-
gotiations could be another occasion. H,e considers these visits as politically 
wise and necessary': "The leaders of your organization do not hesitate to talk 
to anybody in the national. administration whom we feel, can be of assistance not 
only ~ the ~nited SteelllOrkers of Amerioa but to our world economy.n78 He 
states clearly also the reason for this high-level lobbying: ttl told you in m:.r 
opening remarks that we had gone to the President of the United states, to the 
principal Cabinet officers and to the top economic advisers to President Eisen-
hower and attempted to intluence them with our thinking in regard to the state 
77Joseph Gerj The First Round (New York, 1944)t p. 60. 
78 . 
USWA., Proceedings, 1954, p. 11. 
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of the nation's econ~."79 
The fact of openly endorsing candidates for public office is equally in the 
i records. The following is a transcript of McDonald's phone conversation with 
Adlai SteTenson dti.r:1.ng the 1956/UswA COllTention • 
.' 
President McDonaldt Thank you very' much, Governor. Nov, before 
the day is over, or at least tomorrow morning, we will present a 
resolution to the United Steelworkers of America endorsing you and 
your wOnderful running mate, Estes Kefauver. As is typical with 
the Steelworkers, as you know, Governor, we won't stop with the en~ 
dorsment. We will go out am go to work and spend some money for 
your election. Thank you very much. 
GoVernOr Ste-venson: Thank you, Dave, thank you very much. 80 
Thus, if work, money and votes are the ingredients of realistic participa-
tion in the nation t s political affairs, the United Steelworkers' leader is will-
ing to make good use of them, and obviously, McDonald's conception of political 
non-partisanship is similar to that of the so-called independent voter. They do 
, . 
not want to be identified w.lth any political party in the long-run while reseTT-
ing the right to support effectively the candidates of their choice at the'mo-
. 
ment when no commitment would mean no action at all. ' Realistic participation, 
however, requires an extensive administrative machine if both Capitol Hill am 
John Doe are to be reached. The Political Action Committee and its various or-
gans and cells do this job for American labor. Its aims and existence are jus-
tified by McDonald as follows: "Our interest in deTeloping the Political Ac-
tion Committee means we want good government."81 Or, at a later date, as al-
ready a member of the Cro-PAC's Executive Board: "The PAC is a democratic 
79Ibid., 316. 
80 USWA., Proceedings, 1956, p. 289. 
8lSteel Labor, (July 1946), p. 5. 
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American Organization dedicated to the preservation of the capitalistic system. 
As an organization, PAC asks only that you register and vote. That's all. n82 
About the actual help and assistance given to the administration, in order to 
make it a "good goverment," the records are very discrete. An occasional 
reference by McDonald to "our boys in Washington and in the various state capi-
tals" suggests only the traditional lobbying activities. The results of their 
'WOrk are briefly appraised in the Officers' Report, or occasionally a delegate 
might boast about some minor local achievement on the Convention noor. 
Still another form of poll tical assistance is the testimony given by 
HcDonald, or the other officers of the union, before the various Congressional 
Committees. The frequency of these hearings is a function of the legislative 
agenda but the Steelworkers are eager to oomp17 whenever called upon to testify. 
These hearings represent a forum. of primary importance where McDonald, and labol 
leaders in general~ can present labor's opinion by arguing its case with the 
help of objective and technical criteria or the sheer political power of their 
constituencies. The issues at hand are concerned with the most efficient means 
but from the. point of view of McDonald they are goals to be achieved. Conse-
quan.tl,., the writer is referring to them .ong the goals of the American labor 
movement,Dand will comment on them in the fourth chapter of this the8is~ Con-
gressional hearings are preparatory to legislation, and legislative objectives 
" 
constitute the crucial data for evaluating the American labor movement's atti-
tudes ~oward the government, the eeonanic a,stem, and management. The legisla-
tive objectives of McDonald's union are listed in Appendices III and IV.83 
82Steel Labor, (August 1946), p. 12. 
83See Appendices In ~d IV, pp •. 
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The truly significant problem of presenting McDonald' 8 political ideas, 
from the point of view of means, is centered around what Se1znick calls "the 
recalcitrance of the tools of action. n84 The problem is that of the political 
indifference of the r~/and file, the difficulty of activating its enlighten-
ed selt-interest. 
One of the easiest ways of' f'urthering1abor t s political aims is to solicit 
financial contributions from union members to campaigning candidates. At the 
time of elections oral or written appeals are made to the rank and file for that 
purpose; t~ formal effort put forward by the union is usually called a Dollar 
Drift. The following is such an appeal Wli-tten by McDonald and published in the 
January, 19,0 issue of' Steel Labor. 
... 
. 
All the backward forces of the United states, all the Dixiecrats, 
all the reactionary Republicans, all the servants of great wealth, 
are fighting tooth and nail to stop the advance of human welfare 
in this' country. Every agency of entrenched wealth is in this 
fight against the people am against the CIO. Every landlord who 
ever chiseled a rent increase is fighting ua. Every employer who 
ever bought a tear gas bomb is fighting us. Every politician who 
voted for the Taft-Hartley Act is fighting us. They are fighting 
us with their newspapers, with their radio propaganda, with their 
lobbies and their money. All we have to work with is the dollars 
of our CIO members. These dollars 1fi.ll be enough to do the jo~':' 
if we give them-and give them now,65 
still Another aspect of McDonald's struggle for political efficiency is 
suggested by the January, 19,2 issue of Steel Labo~: "On the political front, 
Mr. McDonald advised using new, indirect techniques of the type used by high-
powered advertising agencies. He explained that the direct approach of'~ammer­
ing a~' for PAO is not reaching persons who consider themselves middle-class. 
84Cited by Christian Bay, !!!.! structure 2! Freedom (stanford, 19,8), p. 29C 
85Steel Labor, (January 1950), p. 2. 
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"Times are changing, It Mr. McDonald declared, "the ldnd of thinking we used in 
1935 won't do us any good in 1952."86 An earlier report of June, 1948 implies 
the final aim of polit.ical. activity, the seating of labor's friends in Washing-
ton. "Mr. McDonald said the 8t~el union is 'a potent force' in 100 Congression-
al Districts. He declared the USWA can 'without the assistance of anybody else I 
elect 34 Congressmen, with 66 other districts where the union will pl~ a vital 
part in the campaign."87 The resuJ.ts of PQlitical activity, however, are ratheI 
discouraging as McDonald 1s forced to look at them on the day of his inaugura-
tion to the pre8iden~ of his Steelworkers, March 11, 1953. "There is a new 
administration, a new Congress in Washington. I think I am absolutely correct 
when I say that I think we can expect nothing in the way of advancements from 
the administration or the Congress. As a matter of fact, we will have to fight 
with might and main to keep them from taking things away fran us. But, it seems 
to me that there is another great legislative field which is practically un-
tapped, and that is the field of state legislation. "88 The Ul18atisfactory per-
formance of Congress in Washington prompts McDonald to insist on the establish-
ment of efficient political organizations on state levels. The Illinois Steel-
workers Po14tical Education Committee, formed on February 1, 1958, in Chicago, 
can be used as an example. It intends to operate on the basis of a "10 point 
program which would include dissemination or political and legislative infor-
mation, maintain a tabulation of elections and voting records, encourage 
86stee1 Labor, (Januar.y 1952), p. 8. 
875tee1 Labor, (June 1948), p. 4. 
88Sweeney, p. 142 •. 
; , 
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registration of voters, express 1aboi" 8 point of view on legislation, endorse 
candidates, train leadership fran within'labor, establish active PAC units and 
educate union members on the legislative process. tr89 Br1ent,,~these local unite 
are called upon to initiate an extensive education program attempting to trans-
form the individual steelworker into a politically alert citizen. The technical 
, difficulties and the methods applied. in order to overcome them are no different 
from those of any other organization having the same purpose. McDonald's com-
ments concerning this slow and tediOl18 process of political education amount to 
little. else than a monotonous insistence on the importance of political activitJ 
and the voicing of his dissatisfaction with past performances in the field. 
In conclusion, this chapter dealt ldth the ideas of McDonald. about the 
systematic and total conquest othis union's job-territory, the main forms of 
the successful economic exploitation of the same for the benefit of its members, 
and f1nall.y, the political means which should protect and further i ts survival 
as an institution. The purpose behind these means was earlier described as the 
maintenance of a high standard of living in a constantly growing and expanding 
economic system. 
89 Steel Labor, (March 19,8), p. 14. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
/ 
ATmun!S 
In Tiew of the preceding, there shoul.d not be Sll)"doubt by now about 
McDonald's determination to integrate the labor movement into the American 
Dream as an instrumentality of its r~alization. The way, however, in which he 
. . 
intends to do this can be made more explicit by examining his attitudes toward 
the economic system, the govermnent, management and the problems of automation. 
Since McDonald's attitudes are. largely implicit in his choice among the possible 
goals and means of American labor I the following should anount to a partial. syn-
thesis of his ideas, paving the ~ toward'the critical analysis of his philoso-
phy as a whole. 
THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND THE GOVERNMENr 
Recalling McDonald
'
s remark about the close relationship between politics 
and econaniOs, it seems to be convenient to describe his attitudes toward the 
economic system a.rrl the govermnenli in the same section of this chapter. The 
discussion itsel£ will provide further and adequate reasons for proceeding in 
this manner. 
The presentation of McDonald's attitudes toward the economic system can be 
introduced adequately by the following eX'Ce~8 from. an address delivered at a 
Philip Murray Award dinner in 1954. 
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, .~ iN ~-----------------------------------------------------------------, k~~~ t-,,,'t: 
It seema to me that the true test of the worthiness of a social 
order is its abUity to satisfy- the just needs of the members of 
that society, not the needs of a select few. To the extent that 
a given social order meets this requirement--economically, politi-
cally, sociall1--it is a success; to the extent that it fails to 
meet these ends it is a failure. ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ./. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Economically speaking, it seemS to me that the people in this 
country- are entitled to a true, etfective opportunity of securing 
among other things the following benefits: 
l-An adeauate income to' provide a decent plane of living. 
2-The assurance of the continued opportunity to earn that income. 
3-Ample opportunity- to enjoy- the fruits of that income. 
4--Protection against the disasters of illness and accident as 
well as freedom from want atter retirement.90 i 
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As to the first paragraph of the quotation, it is relativelY easy to recog 
nize in it the principal theme of the catholic social doctrine about Justitia 
socialis, 'Which, of course, implies the eventual. readjustment of incomes. 
- . 
Scholars, tracing the philosophical influence on American labor along denomina-
tional lines, do not faU indeed to identify- McDonald 'among the representatives 
of this prillciple on the AFL-CIO's Executive Board, Far more important, how-
ever, than the mere ideological tagging of his ideas, is the fact that McDonald' 
attitude toward the desirable performance of the socio-economic system involves 
,the idea of making society- respdnsible for the economic security of theindivid-
ua1.. One might recall at this point McDonald's conception ot the unions' ul ti-
mate goals, deemed entirely compatible, 1d. th the American Dream, the correction 
of inequities within a continuously expanding and d;ynam1c economy. That is, 
although willing to go along 1d. th those 'Who see no other wq of eating more pie 
than by baktngcontimlously a bigger one, McDonald is determined to quarrel 
about the distribution of the one at hand since there is no other way of 
-
90 ' 
steel Labor, (April 19,4), p. 8. 
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achieving· economic secur1 ty ~. He makes clear his qualified approval of the 
American socio-econondc system in the exalted moments of his inauguration to the 
presidency of the USWA.: " ••• we haTe proven to all of those who will just take 
a moment to consider that democratic capita1i8D1; combined with industrial de-
/ 
mocracy" is'without question the best way of life for ma.nld..pd. n91 Hawver" he 
expects the' system to be dynamic and resilient. And. this is how and where the 
actual blending of his attitudes toward the economic system and the goverunent .' 
occurs. Tht!j eMerging attitude of McDonald can be expressed" at least tentative-
ly" as follows: government intervention in economic affairs seems to be an in-
dispensable condition of modern democratio, capitalism. A step by' step anaJ.ysis 
of the proposed legislative action u.,McDonald, centered around the problem of 
economic insecurity" should substantiate this contention am permit the adequate 
tagging of his philosophy: liberalism. 
What are the principal causeso! economic insecurity? The second paragrapb 
of the above quoted statement of McDonald provides the answer in an indirect 
way: (1) inadequate income, (2) unemployment, (3) lack of leisure hours, vaoa-
tions~and (4) illness, disabling aecidents and lack of .funds after retirement. 
After proper organization" the Steelworkers· legislative objectives provide a 
solid basis ror the analysis or McDonald's attitude in question • 
. . 
To combat the evil of inadequate incane the' government is supposed to 
assist the economic system (1) by' providing adequate protection for a strong 
labor movement" (2) by' passing satisfactory minimum wage laws, and (3) by help-
ing to maintain full anp1oyment. 
91 
steel Labor, (April. 19.51)" p. 6. 
The adequate protection of the labor movement is proposed through the re-
peal of the Taft-Hartley Act, the elimina:t.1on of its Secion 14(b) which en-
courages "right-to-lQt)rk" legislation by the States. The pro-employer bias and 
dilatory procedtD."es of the ~RB corustitute other complaints; also, the Walsh-
Healy and Davis Bacon Acts are deemed to require corrective measures in order tc 
fulfill their protective function. The plight of metallic and non-metallic 
miners and, quarrymen is also not' forgotten. Two statements of McDonald should 
convey his feelings With regard to the governmentts responsibilities in this 
area. The first one is a criticism of the Taft-Hartley Act: "It is 
elementary that a labor statute should be clear and simple so that those who are 
to live under it can understand its terms. and be guided by its rules. The Taft-
Hartley Act is not clear and it is not simple. It is not a labor law. It is 
written like a lease or a mor:tgage. "92 The second, an equally vehement rejectioJ: 
of legislative wrong-doings in the form of the right-to-work laws: "The 'right-
to-workt-whAt right? To slave, to plow the field after a day shift to raise 
beans for the fanily? To take the son or daughter from school to thread the 
needles so that 'body and sould can be kept together?"93 
Minimum Wage' legislation is largely a matter of principle with McDonald 
but it is definitely the government's responsibility to cope with it. The'fol-
' .. 
I 
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lowing are exe:erpts of his testimony before the Labor Subcommittee of the Senate, '~ 
Committee on " Labor' and Public Welfare. "Our membership would be little affected 
: , 
by an incre1'8e in the minilmml to $1.25 an hour. Even our basic st •• l minimum 
92Steel Labor, (April 1949), p. 3. 
93.MCDonald, p. 5. 
affects ohly one per cent to two per cent of the enployees--rnostl:r janitors and 
sweepers • • • • We feel that a1. though' an increase in the minimum will haTe 
practically no immediate impact upon their wages, Steelworkers cannot be iso~ 
in their economic progress.~94 His position on minimum Wages involves alae the 
~ 
extension of the Fa:1r Labor standards Act· s coverage to all workers engaged in 
interstate commerce or in activities affecting interstate commerce. 
The inadequacy of income, finally, must be fought through the maintenance 
-
of full employment at aff.1' time; unemployment is the second major cause of eco-
nomic insecurl t:r for the worker in McDonald's scheme of things. And the prob-
lem, indeed, merits the d~ble emphasis. ~ The question is: how does the mainte-
nance of full employment become the responsibility of the federal government? 
Under normalc1rcumstances gov.ermnent spending is merely one of the factors con-
tributing to the healthy functioning of the economic system. McDonald seems to 
be a firm believer in this. 
The three great mainsprings from which our economy derives its 
fuel are BUSiness .Investment, Private Consumer Buying ani Government 
Expenditures. In our private enterprise econom.y the first'blo of these 
sources of fuel must be the keystone, and they are, of course, both 
related to the factor of demand--to markets, to ability to purchase. 
This is not to sq that government has no role. The rate of 
government. expenditures-and the other side of the coin, the rate 
of government taxation--are intimately. tied up with the extent of 
Business Investment and of Private Consumer B~.95 
In full agreement with the necessity of reasonable profit margins, and as 
an institut~onal champion of adequate purchasing power, so far at least as his 
94steel Labor, (June 1955), p. 12. 
95 ~ Labor, (April 1954), p. 8. 
rr 
steelworkers are conoerned, MoDonald explains thus where the money is supposed 
to oome from" in order to sustain full. employment and full industrial production. 
He has no objeotion to taxes, providing that the tax struoture is revised "so a 
to eliminate loopholes and inequ1t~es and shift the major burden of cost onto 
" ' '/ 
those most capable of paying. "96 " Broad monetar,r measures, the occasional jug-
gling of interest rates and inflationary trends are left entirely to the govern 
ment to be taken ,care of, as expected, but. always with the explicitly' stated 
warning: "If, hCM!lTer, American Industry and our Nation8l Government do not 
pursue polioies oalculated to prevent intlation, we have made certain oontractu 
allY', that Steelworkers' real wages vUl be maintained. "97 
Should, however, the nomal business and consa.mer spending fail, for one 
Ireason or another, to achieve full employment and prOduction, McDonald commands 
an imposing battery of specific proposals to fill the gap; the maintenance of 
full employment becOmes the responsibill tY' of the federal government. To be 
sure, these proposals are an integral part of McDonald's standing legislative 
objectives, obviously deemed to be quite normal production targets, the safe-
guards of h~althy economio development. They experience, however, a sudden re-
vi val in hi!! mind if triggered by the tell-tale signs of a pending economic 
slump. If previouslY' considered as the prerequisites of normal. eoonomio growth', 
now they becane a condition ~ qua ~ for averting a major economic disaster. 
Comparative reading of the Steelworkers' Federal Legislative Program and their 
96 
steel Labor, (October 19,8), p. 1,. 
97f. r!6 USWA., Proceedings, 19~ , p. 202. 
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Economic Program98 will find such items on the agenda as Flood Control, River 
v&1ley Programs, Protection of Natural Resources, Assistance of Distressed 
Areas, Expansion of Public Educational Facilities, Slum Clearance and Public. 
Housing, Govermnent Development; of/Atomic Energy for Public Power, etc. These 
proposals are submitted to the President and his Cabinet Mem.bers, together with 
specific ideas about the necessary administrative machinery to carry out their 
implementation. Thus, McDonald is not afraid to involve the govermne.nt in the 
economic affairs of the nation. 
The legal justification of this 'modus operandi and attitude is prQvided by 
the Employment Act of 1946, constantly referred to in McDonald's statements and 
the docum.ents of his union. His special report of 1954, entitled Steelworkers 
~ too National Economy, considers governm.ert. leadership.in economic affairs a 
vital "for the purpose of keeping America prosperous. "99 The report, an enthu-
siastic expression of McDonald's confideme in America's economic future, 
praises the government I s "built-in economic stabilizers, enacted during New 
Deal--Fair Deal days,nlOO and has this to sa:y- about the role of the government: 
'~en the United States Congress passed the Employment Act of 1946 and President 
Truman signed it into law, too Federal Government was not merely authorized to 
provide this leadership--it .was mandated to do so. nlOl Although the, Act does' 
merely specify that the means used to promote maximum. employment and production 
98See Appendices III, IV, and V, pp. 
99 USWA., Proceedings, 1954, p. 292. 
lOOIbid., 291. 
101Ibid., 292. 
, :'~ 
, "j 
~ ... t be consistent with the needs and obligations of the g<mlmlllent, and wi: 
r the essential considerations of national policy in general, McDonald assumes 
that his specific proposals are the answers to cope with the situation. At any 
rate, they would definitelJ" involve the government in the workings of the ece-
'" / 
-
JI'" ,. . '~~' 
nomic'system. 
Since the countryfs ideological c11lllate is not too hospitable to ideas of 
an "omnipresent goverrDllent," the iatplellenta.tion of these proposals should be 
realized with the help and joint participation of the unions and management. 
McDonald suggests the establishment of a ten member "AdTisor,y Committee" to re-
port periodic.ally to the President on wages and prioes. McDonald, Reuther, 
Lewis, Harrison and Hutcheson could be the labor members of this anti-inflation 
ary committee, and the countlY's industrial leaders should designate their own 
representatives.102 St.ill another and more ambitious adJllinistrative machinelY 
would meet with the approval of the Steelworkers' leader, explained by him. to 
the members of "the Economic Club of New York in April, 1956: 
I would like to see the President of the United states create immediate-
lJ" a commission which, for lack of a better name, could be called a 
"Continuous Prosperit,r Commission," letting the commission consist of 
just a few of the trul.7 great leaders of American Industry and a few 
of the top leaders of American Labor. Let these men do sOlle long-range 
planning for the future. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 
It is evident that we cannot discount the role of the government in 
our econOJlly'. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
But more than we now realize that no civilized countlY can revert 
to the days of heartless governmental "hands off. It We recognize 
clear1y the government's role in actively fostering the connnon good. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
l02Stee' 1 T-'bor, (J"'~ 19~7) 4 .ua. ......,;J, p. • 
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I cannot. hide oonoern oyer the· faot. that. unemployment goes up and 
up, knowing the anow-ball effect. of this "\orend. I cannot sit idly" 
by and agree that this is a reasonable, sensible or equitable way to 
pa,.. for so-called "rolling adjustments tt in the econODl\Y.103 
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Although the long-range "planning" of the liberal is somewhat tempered b,.. 
/' 
the pluralist.ic nature of these proposed boards, the ~aot of planning is clear~ 
l.y' implied, and repeatedly' sot "Establishing realistic goals for our econom;y 
would enable us t.o see when and where we are lagging and even suggest appropri-
ate actions in support of the unanimous desire to keep our econom;r expanding and 
prosperous.ltl04 Furthermore, it is difficult to see how the government. either 
could be kept out of this planning or its presence ·could further the harmo~ be-
tween labor and management. At any rate, McDonald is inclined to take whatever 
risks are involved. 
Returning to the third point of McDonald t s outline about the factors of 
economic security, he is referring to the opportunity of freely enjoying the 
fruita of an adequate income. The reference is made pri1llarily to the so-called 
"atmosphere elernents ltl05 of the workers' standard of living, their leisure tiJIle, 
working hours, vacations, etc. WhUe direct governmental responsibUi ty in 
these matters is rather difficult to perceiTe, future technological development 
and widespread automation ma,.. affect the economic system to such an extent that 
McDonald I s idea will appear more timely; the justness of the econoinic system 
will be tested also· in these terms. 
103ste81 Labor, (April 1958), p. 2. 
104Steel Labor, (Mar 1958), p. 3. 
105 
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And finally, the disasters of illness and accidents, the problems of unem-
ployment and retirement be coped with by a successful economic system, claims 
McDonald. While the contractual "fringes" of his Steelworkers constitute a 
source of considerable pride for him, it appears that the very same men, as mere 
/ 
industrial citizens, should be entitled alao to other and more substantial bene-
fits. First of all, It ••• a national health insurance system in which contri-
butions are based on income, . to provide cOl1lplete prepaid health care with free 
choice of doctors and patients and with control of medical decisions in the 
hands of the medical profession.l06 Similarly, the scope of his proposed unem-
ployment insurance program should be also nationwide. 
Although we feel that the ultimate answer to the shortcomings of the 
present unemployment security- s;rstem lies in the establishment of a 
Federal Employment Security- System, we support federal legislation 
providing uniform mirdm.um standards: anong the States with regard to 
benefits, duration, eligibility, and disqualification. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The benefits and provisions of our Supplemental Unemployment Benefit 
Plans should lead the way for the Government to provide all laid-off 
workers with two-thirds of their pa;y for periods of unemployment up 
to 52 weeks.107 
These two ideas together with an innumerable host of relatively- minor im-
provements or existing social legislation should indicate to a reasonable ex-
tent McDonald's expectations from both the economic system ind the government~ 
The preceding is presented with the explicit intention of documenting a 
climate of opinion, an attitude, which is identifiable on the American scene as 
political liberalism. Its salient feature is a considerable blending of the 
l06USWA., Proceedings, 1956, p. 265. 
l07Ibid., 254-255. 
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main tenets of the free enterprise system and the encroaching expansion or gov-
ernmental funetions in a modern political democracy. It has to be pointed out, 
however, that there is still enough free-enterprise spirit in McDonald which 
makes'him a liberal. of conservative vintage who 'is far from c'onsidering govern .. 
-"/' 
ment intervention indiscriminately as an umnixed blessing. While this qualifi-
cation will appear fair~ plausible after having described his attitude toward 
management, it is obvious if one is considering McDonald's views on the govern-
mentts role,.with regard to the labor movement. That is, however, another matteI' 
which can be, dealt with in the concluding chapter. 
MANAGEMENT AND THE PROBLEM CF AUT<ftA'l'ION 
'~ 
. 
This last seetion of the thesis deals with ~Donald's attitudes toward man-
agement and the slowly emerging but insidious problem called automation. The 
, 
structural. unity of. the discussion which follows is relatively easy to maintain 
since McDonald is a dedicated,promoter or the idea of close union-management co-
operation. The concepts of cooperation, mutual trusteeship, and the Industry 
. 
Council Plan define his attitudes toward both management and the probl~ of 
automation. 
With regard to cooperation, McDonald's address to the American Management. 
'. 
'.1 
J 
.. 
" 
.J 
,! 
! 
Association is a valuable source. 
entire speech. 
His introductory remarks.: set the tenor of the ~1 
!~ 
You are finding new wa.,-s, new methods and techniques, you. are 
adjusting yourself to fit the e-rerchaDging American scene through 
research and exploration of ideas by programs of continual educa-
tion, and its practical application in the management of your con .. 
cerns. 
This approach of exploring the facts, of educating your members 
through classes and seminars with u.n:i.rJhibi ted di. scussions, granting 
to aJ.l an opportunity to exchange knowledge and information which 
1 
, 
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leads to a program of aotion, we in the United Steelworkers of America 
have been employing suocesstully tor same time. 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aside fram our basic approach to problems, we have other things 
in common. We are both organized-you to better serve the interests 
ot management and we in labor, the interests of labor. These two ele-
ments unite to torm a segment ot industrial society. Neither manage- . 
ment nor labor seParated and alone, acting by themselves, can achieve 
the end ot that limited society-namely, the protitable production ot 
goods •. They must join in eomm.on etfort to achieve that common objec-
tive.10a .. 
There is the entire ideological basis ot McDonald's attitude toward manage-
m.ent. 11. tew'pertunotory remarks about the interests ot two autonomous groups 
supposedly reconoUed through the overriding importance ot aoormnon objective 
which cannot. be achieved without eooperati on. Henoe the emphasis on those 
" 
traits which. un! te rather than divide in a somewhat simplified world ot indus-
trial society. '. Its simplifioation is brought about by. slogans: ff.. .America 
does but tiro things; she buys and sells, nlO9 c1a:f.ms McDonald. The buyers clamOI' 
for the goods ot a high standard of living; the sellers must produce m.ore tmd 
more to satisty ~hem; and thase direotly involved in the productive prooess have 
a definite responribility to cooperate it they wish to be rewarded by sharing irI 
the returns. Thus, the existing dU'terenoes must be minimized through workable 
compromises; the facts ot lite themselves will produoe a dynamic pattern ot ac-
oommodative 'adjustments and also a. IlUtUally acceptable solution to the problem r-. 
of respeotive prerogatives. The heart ot the matter is to isolate and to hammer 
a:wa::J' at the 'i ssue ot the basic community ot interest. This is where McDonald I s 
conservat1~1 ot the 010 brand, comes to the tore, and shapes his attitudes as a 
'''" 
lO~cDonald, pp. 1-2. 
109Steel Labor, (October 1958), p. 2. 
labor leader. 
We have been looking around. There is something in the worldtodq, 
and we have been seeking for a phrase to describe it_ The best I 
have been able to come up with is something like this: We are en-
gaged in the operation of an eoono~ which.is a sort of a mutual 
trusteeshiE_ What do I.mean by' that? The days of the Andrew 
Carnegies and people like him are gone. The great corporations of 
our country are no longer owned by small family groups. Hundreds 
of thousands of stockholders own the great oorporationsof America, 
particular~ in the steel industry. _ • _ The United states Steel 
Corporation has almost as ~ stockholders as it has emplo,yes. 
S9 
Those stockholders, through the operation of some sort of voting sys-
tem, employ a group of managers. Those managers are simply' employes 
of those corporations _ Then there is another group of employes, knovn 
as the working force. Both of t.hose groups have this mut.ual t.rustee-
ship who operat.e this steel oompany, or all of these steel oompanies. 
This is their· mutual trusteeship, and in the operation of this mutual. 
trusteesh~p they are obliged to give full considerat.ion t.o ever,rbody 
involved.110 
This is the original passage of MoDonald's address to the 1954 Constitu-
tional Convention of his Steelworkers-a. new phrasing of oooperation in their 
ideology. It is primarily direoted" toward management, and'MoDonald is oonstant-
ly using it as the expression Q.f his, own good will and attitudes. While "mutual 
trusteeship" as a principle is oertainly no panaoea tor resolTing oonorete issu~ 
its twin oomponents, that. is, cooperation and respoIl3ibilit.y, enable MoDonald to 
blend labor's strivings into the prevalent aspirations of the oountry as a whole 
It suggests rather than raises a basic issue, that of equal partnership, while 
creat.ing at the same tilile good will and respectability. Partners are certain-
ly' entitled to more than hired hands, and McDonald sees labor's mission in such 
a light. If the goals of the labor movement, a high st.andard of living in a 
continuously expanding econom;,y, are to be achieved, then, McDonald claims, 
llOUSWA., Proceedings, 1954, p. 12. 
',", 
,: 
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or failure of the trustees of such plans in the administration of their respon-
sibili ties, then no one is exempt. "llJ 
To sum it up, McDonald t s attitude toward Jl8llagement tends to be a business-
like partnership in a spirit 6f cooperation. As soon as the need for a new 
function or service is perceiYed, McDonald and ~is experts start working on it; 
th~ seek contractual sanctions, and if successful theT merely police its imple-
mentation. The rather tight administrative control from the top down, which 
characterizes the Steelworkers, enables McDonald not only to match managerial 
efficiencTbut also to do some "goading" of his own along administrative lines. 
Smooth, disciplined, and technically competent action on his part seems to cush-
ion the shocks when and where substantial inroads are made into management's pte-
rogatives. In spite of the fact that the Steelworkers f progress was telescoped 
into a mere quarter of a centur;t, neither Murrq nor McDonald lost the esteem or 
management. while bringing about. their phenomenal success. What the future holds 
for McDonald is a thing to see but the new keT man in the steel industry' seems 
to believe in the separation. of lI8l1agement. and labor, and claims t.hat. it is time 
I' ••• to raise the question as to whether the original purpose so ma.n;y sincere 
people had in fostering the cause of unions has somehow gotten out of hand. The 
glacierlike forces of a powerful labor movement, including unions representing 
lWorkers in hundreds of competitive groups, adopt objectives that largeq contra-
dict the campetitiye principle itself."ll4 These recent statements of Roger 
llJ Steel Labor, (August 1957), p. 4. 
114"Key Man in the Steel Bargaining" Roger Blough," ~, LXXIV (June 
1959), p. 92. 
'~'1 
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Blough, who is ver'/' unlikelJ" to tour the corporate properties of the American 
steel industry with McDonald as d~d his predecessor Benjamin F. Fairless, and the 
1959 steel strike are, however, outside of the scope of this thesis. 
McDonald him8el! envisaged the future in a MUch more confident manner at 
the mODlent of his inauguration to the presidency ot the United Steelworkers of 
[America: "'We are also thinking ahead for the eventual day when the Industr'/' . 
Council Plan will be part of our way ot life. The Industry" Council Plan was cat-
osived by Philip Murray as long ago as 1938, a plan which even received the staJaf 
of approval by Franklin D. Roosevelt, a plan which we are sure will further ilIl-
prove the operation of our delllocratic capitalistic system and bring a further de 
gree of industrial democracy to all of the people of America.llm Or, at an ear. 
lier date but in the very s&me veint liThe achievement of industry councils and 
establishment of the guaranteed annual wage throughout industry would be a 
splendid living memorial to our leader who left us these great legacies. II1l6 
These two qnot&'t;,ions, however, should not be interpreted as more than a cautious 
glimpse into the future on McDonal.d' s part. While the guaranteed annual. wage 
plans, which were first mentioned by Murrq on December 16, 1937 and became part 
lof the Steelworkers' official. wage policy since 1943, were and still are in the 
center of a sustained promotional actiTity, the Industry Council Plan is not be-
ing deemed practical enough to be considered more than a mere attitude toward 
the possibilities ot the future. To put it m~re ~ blUntly', the idea is not being 
!'pushed," but it is very much alive for reasons of cogency and previous 
115Steel Labor, (April 1953), p. 7. 
116 Steel Labor, (Januar,y 1953), p. 2. 
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ideological commitment. McDonald is in full agreement with his friend and co-
worker, Clinton S. Golden, who belieTes that the Industry Council Plan is based 
on the idea .,. • '. that the principal groups in our free society should get to-
gether to solve their mutually dependent problems imtead of either neglecting 
/,/ 
them or leaving them to a centrally constituted governmental bureaucracy to t1'7 
and solve."ll7 So far as McDonald's attitude toward management is concerned, 
this principle reaffirms his ideological propensity for a society with strong, 
autonomous, functional groupings. It stipulates cooperation, mutual trusteeshi 
" and planning without being irreconcilable either with political d811.ocracy or th 
f'ree enterprise system. The reasons why' this idea is not more activated b:r 
McDonald the writer could only guess but not document. 
In the introductory sentence of this section autanation is referred to as 
an "insidious" problem. It was done so on purpose; the word seems to convey 
rather well the quality of McDonald's perception of' it. While his thinking 
usually thrives on sudden emergencies, he is much more defenseless against 
creeping dangers such as aut01llation. His problem is how to deal with something 
which is not an unmixed blessing without compranising his own responsibilities; 
machines are replacing his Steelworkers in the mills for the sake of more effi-
cient and plentiful production. His solution: the machines are good so long 
they are not hurting the men, and to keep this from happening labor and manage-
ment have to cooperate. Direct statements of McDonald concerning this problem 
reveal little else than this preceding summing up. 
ll7Cllnton S. Golden arid Harold J. Ruttenberg, The pPlamics of' Industrial 
Democracy (New York, 1942), pp. 329-330. - -. 
i 
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Perhaps his statement prepared for the Seventh Industrial Engineering 
Institute, held at the University of California in Los Angeles, is the most 
representative among them. 
There is no sense'den.r1ng that the use of this new energy from 
the atom, linked with the ever-exp~ automatic factory, will not 
cause serious problems for our industrial societY'. Releasing man 
from physical labor threatens the employment of all men who want to 
work. There can be but two answers to this threat: 
To find new jobs for those who will be released from the old 
ones; or, 
By drastically reducing the number of hours. of work that man 
must give in return for ever-increasing products, and, at the same 
time, providing sufficient earnings so that be can purchase for con-
sumption the manifold new products. I have stated before that if the 
great strides in increased productivitY' do not require labor on full-
time basis for a1J.who are willing and able to work, then we have 
reached the point where it is necessary to institute the six-hour da;r 
or less, with maintenance of wage income. 
. . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The problem, however, is reallY' not one of production, ani we should 
welcome all increases, without limit. The real problem is solving 
the antiquated means of distribution or mat is nov being produced in 
fJ'I"8r larger numbers. The needs of our own people are so great, not to 
speak of the needs of the rest of the world--whose living standards are 
so incredibly low-that both atomic power and automation can be the twin 
gifts from science that m8i1 rid the wcrld of loathsome war, killing dis-
ease, and ravishing famine.ll8 
While McDonald states the basic principles by' 1ndicati~ the general. di-
mensions of the problem, ClintCll S. Golden is charged with the responsibilitY' 
for studying the Steelwerkers' automation problems. The .tormer Executive Di-
rector or HarYard Universit:r's Trade-Union Program, at McDonald's request, 
came back to the union to conduct inquiries in the hope of close Union-Manage-
ment cooperation in anticipating and solving the problems. Granted the will 
ness of management both to disclose its plans for introducing new teehnolog:r 
ll8 Steel Labor, (~19,,), pp. 4-5. 
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and autanation and to work with the union in tinding wqs to cushion its impact 
upon the workers, the unions function could be rive-told in helping to bring 
about an acceptable solution. 
What could the union do? 
. First, it might determine tactually how marJ.Y' of the workers eligible 
tor retirement are prepared to retire, and then help them secure 
full pension and other retirement benefits. 
Second, it could. find out how many employes want to seek other jobs 
and endeavor to arrange for severance pay and supplementary unem-
ployment benetits, unemploymerii compensation, etc. 
Third, it could make a study of the nature of new skill requirements, 
in the new automated processes and join with management in pro-
. viding necessary training tor upgrading of jobs while employes 
continue to receive their wages during their training period and 
untU given a new assignment. 
Fourth, the union could try to arrange with management that costs 
representing severance pay, wages wh1le employes are undergoing 
training and other related items be calculated as part ot such 
costs. 
Fifth, and it could EIldeavor to negotiate new wage rates consistent 
~th the upgrading and larger responsibilities that jobs on new 
equipment may require .119 
It is ~n such or similar terms that McDonald hails electronics, atomic 
energy and automation: "As president ot this organization of 1,250,000, I in-
tend to raise ~ voice to demand that these great forces be released not to de-
strOY' but rather to elevate. ,,120 In the meanwhile he is carrying out the tra-
ditional trade union function ot protest and protection Qy promoting the White 
Collar Drive and b.r opposing compulsory retirement at the age of sixty-five in 
the steel mills. The White Collar Drive is important because between 19.36 and 
1956 the number of ottice and technical workers increased 91.2 per cent in basic 
l.l9 Steel Labor, (November 1957 ), p. 9. 
120 Steel Labor, (October 1953), p. 3. 
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steel in canpari80n to the 8.4 per cent increase of production ani maintenance 
ernployes.l21 Compu1sory retirement is resisted because the retiring men are 
very seldom replaced. Similar tactical moves oCCUr after economic slumps or-
even mild recessions ;122 the laid-off worker is replaced by' a machine. This is 
'Why McDonald's entirely reasonable, and, at times, almost academic statements d(l 
not have a ver.r convincing effeet; a host of small irritating incidents militate 
against thSll. While already armed to the teeth with technical proposals to meet 
the challenge of automation, none of them is real.l.y' tested, and his attitude is 
a mere restatement of his willingness to cooperate with management while square-
ly planting the problem on the latter's" doorstep. 
121Steel Labor, (Januar,r 19,7), p. 3. 
122 Steel Labor, (December 1958), p. 1,. 
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CHAPrER V 
CONCLUSION 
This thesis attempted to deal .with the philosophy of an important, con-
temporar,r American labor leader, David J. McDonald, president of the United 
Steelworkers of America. 
Both the subject matter and the method of inquiry' are believed to be origi .. 
nal; the wr1 ter had to follow a previously untrociden path in what 1s undoubtedl~ 
a legitimate research area. Aa part of a joint research project tm thesis was 
to conform to the following specifications t (1) present and analyze in a 
systematic manner the ideas of David J. McDonald (2) within the general conceptu 
al framework of goals, means and attitudes as they apply to the American labor 
movement (3)· and as they can be documented through direct statements available 
in primary SOU1'Oes. The writer's assumption to make practicality the principal 
. point of re~erenee in dealing with the philosophy of American labor leaders is 
based primarily on their own claims but supported also be most culTent theories 
of the American labor movement. Furthermore, the methodo~ogical dif'ficu1ties ' 
involved in the systematic investigation of their thoughts substantiate this 
as 8'I.1I1lption. 
The difficulty is primarily' that of proper documentation and teminology. 
It is especially cumbersome with regard to goals and means. The official 
Constitutions of American unions follow a traditional pattern of' defining their 
goals in terms of organiSing activity, collective bargaining objectives and 
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~eg1slative programs.12) The f'act i.I!I" hO'WEJ'l'er, that these documents do not seer 
to keep up ldth the statements and evolving ambitions of the labor leaders or 
the day. McDonald, of course, is no exception to the rule, and some' structurl.n! 
and reclassification ot his categories was, necessary in order to present a modi 
etnn of unity ani integration in his thoughts-a fairly elaborate \holS-a phi-
losophy. ,The undertaking itself is legitimate in the sense that McDonald pro-
, , 
res ses to have a philosophy and there is enough doC'UJllentary evidence to support 
bis claim. 
staying as close as possible to the fOlllland substance ot his statements, 
the writer found only two major streams of thoughts but no real ultimate goals. 
I McDonald's ideas derive from no given set of .fUndamental. prinCiples built into 
I a c~lete, comprehensi va and Consistent; system of knowledge which would govern 
his conduct or provide a blueprint of' the future. Institutional ultimates in 
I termsot fundamental, political, econadc cr social reorganization are entirely 
! missing frem his thinldng. 
McDonald takes his clues trom a different source; his identification with 
the basic cultural. definitions of America is obvious. He is rationalizing the 
goals of the American labor movement. as positive contributions to the realiza-
tion ot the, American Dream. Insisti~ on tis basic soundness and enthusiastic 
espousal ot its two principal institutional tenets--polltical democracy and the 
free enterprise system--his American Dream seems to be embodied in the American 
: Standard or, Living. This is the term 1ilich is the most readily accessible as 
i a realistic goal not onlY' to himself but also to his audiences. The idea of a 
123 ' ~ciples and Objectives in U.S. Labor Federation Constitutions," 
, Monthll Labor Review, LXXVIII (July 1955), 767-789. 
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contirmously expanding economy whose growth is the onlJ' real guarantee of full 
industrial. production and full employment seems to be even more close to the 
core area ot his interests~-another reaiistic 'goal for labor. These two ideas 
seem to function in McDonald's scheme of things as ultimate goals, as the final 
justification for his actions. Since they-appear to set the pattern for almost 
all of his major public statements, the writer referred to them as the inte-
grating prineiples of tllO major streams of thought which are characteristic by 
rlrtue of their content and trequency. As to their content, they are housing 
the ideas of a host of unrealized material eondi tions, the prim.ary substance of 
labor's ideals. Self-contained. or part of a pattern of major or of minor im-
portance, the constitutive elements of these ideals are to McDonald's mind the 
goa1.s, aims and objectives of the American labor movement; the correction of 
both the inequities in the standard or living and th' itlerficiencies in the 
functioning of the coti.ntry' s poll tical economy are their principal' ideational 
forms of expression. 
The documentary basis for this assertion, which may appear impressionistic 
indeed, is relatively easy to identity. There is a long historical continuity 
running in its favor throughout the reportoriaJ. pages of Steel Labox:, and also 
in the compUatory work of V. D. Sweeney, the official chronicler of the Steel-' 
workers. The quest itself, by McDonald, for a convincing ideology, for major 
goaJ.s of this nature, can be traced back to the late 1930's, to the creative 
day's of the former CIO's phUosophy. It the latter sought broader perspectives, 
broader responsibilities, McDonald attempts to keep its spirit alive. As to 
what extent his ideas differ fran. those of the majority of the merged Federa-
tion's leaders the writer cannot say. McDonald claims to disagree with WaJ.ter P. 
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Reuther on many points while being a friend of James Carey and George Mea~, 
the ideologically most alert and active members of the present l.eadership. On 
the other hand however, it is clear that this orientation regards the labor 
movement as an.,instrumentality and the traditional goals of its Constitutions· 
as mere means for promoting a high standard of living and continuous economic 
growth on a nationwide scale. 
, , 
For McDonald"organizatianal activity iS,an obligation to meet the internal 
expectations of the ~abor movement's membership and to cOntrol the external cir-
cumstances of its efficient operations and institutional survi Tal. Quite logi-
cally, it haa to COTer the entire field of its exclusive jurisdiction not only 
in terms of occupational stratification but also in a sense of'~cluding posSi-
bly all workers paid~Jby American capital who compete direct~ or indirectly 
with the labor force of the fifty states. To his mind, the traditional forM or 
organizing an industry takes precedence OTer labor solidarity in general; 
mergers and labor unity cannot be bought at the expense of sovereign auton~. 
Membership should be' aTillable on equal terms to all--wi th the exeeption or 
subversi ves...;.who can appreciate the logiC of industrial democracy' and are will-
ing to accept its institutional structure and administrative procedures. The 
contractual, lega1.~ sanctioned devices of union security, and operating poli"; 
cies in general, are subject to intra-union consent and democra~ as far as 
their ideo10gical interpretation is concerned. Briefly, McDonald learned his 
organizing techniques with the United Mineworkers and he learned them well from 
Phillip Murra;y and John L. Lewis. 
MCDonald I s economic means are no different from those of the rest of 
the American labor movement: collective bargaining, grieva~e machinery and, 
~ir nece •• ar.r. strike •• 71 His primary aim is to negctiate a satisfactory labor 
I 
agreement through collecti Te bargaining. The agreement i teal! is the function 
of crude economic· power, the imponderabilia of circumstances, and human skill. 
Consequently, McDonald is relying heaTily on a rlgorous organizational effort, 
// 
a special Wage Policy Committee, tl carefull.y prepared master agreement, uniform. 
expiration dates, and planning on an industry by industry basis. The tradition 
al trade-union goals, higher wages, shorter hours, and better lOrking conditio 
are his concrete objectiTes. ETerything that can be expressed in terms of mone 
is bargained for in function of needs, productirlty, profits, and the oTerall 
economic situation. A uniform wage structure throughout the entire industry 18 
his trade-mark of industrial unionism; the purchasing power theory of wages is 
his most versatile ideological weapon to press for upward trends in the matter 
of wages. The present needs of his Steelworkers and their future security com-
mand his efforts to secure "fringes." Since a signed agreement is final and 
binding, and cannot be changed under any circumstances claims McDonald, the onl 
legitimate meaning of economic emergencies is to point out the ways as 
aToid them in the future. And fin~, while strikes may·be sometimes necess-
ary, both the cash value gains and the atmosphere elements of industrial de .. 
mocracy should be protected primarUy through an effective griaTanee machinery. 
The political means of the American labor movement are being shaped in ac-
cordance with its traditional ideology of no irreversible political commitments; 
labor is non-partisan and it desires no third party on the American political 
scene. In addition to the traditional lobbying activities however, it should be 
free to organize, to endorse candidates, and in general, to prorlde the basic 
ingredients of political power--work, money and votes. Because of mutual inter-
penetration of politics and economics, vigorous legislative programs are a 
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necessity on both federal and state levels. These are McDonald's ideas about 
political involvement, while his union's educational activity along these lines 
is beset with the difficulties of intermittent efforts and an indifferent con-
stituency. 
These broad generalizations--the writer believes--repres~nt the substance, 
the main ideas of McDonald's philosophy in terms of means on a purely descrip-
tive level. They are intended to convey a thematio enumeration or ideaw, phil-
osophical content rather than a mere descriptive, technical specificity of con-
crete means. The documentar,y basis for their presentation is to be found pri-
marily in official policy resolutions. These are ideas very well known to both 
outsiders and the rank-and~file. Briefly, they are the trade union philosophy 
par excellence. 
McDonald's attitudes toward the government, the economic system, manage-
ment, and automation are actually a function of his major goals; they are im- , 
plicit in the ideas of political democracy and the free enterprise system. As 
a matter of fact, the combination of these two as a social system serves as the 
ideological model for industrial democracy. Political liberalism, usually dis-
guised as progressive dynamism and resilience, constitute the most salient fea-
ture of these attitudes. While the belief that increased governmental partici-
, pation in economic affairs is not on17 compatible with the American way of life 
but seems to be also a necessar,r condition of it, is a silent assumption of 
McDonald' s o are fully drafted programs,' it comes to the fore in fo:r.ms of speoific 
proposals when pending storm olouds gather on the economic horizon. McDonald, 
as a practioal man, appears to be a strong believer in the developmental nature 
of both the country's political econom;,r at large and also the more limited 
f 
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world of industrial democracy. While political liberalism enables him to advo-
cate changes without having to tinker conspicuously with institutional ultim.ates 
of a new social order, he is also convinced that ultimately a slow and step by 
step erosion of managerial prerogatives holds the key to an equitable partner-
ship--and that is all he desires. Cooperation, mutual trusteeship, and perhaps 
even the Industry COlmcil Plan provide a fairly cohesive unity of thought with 
the help of which the not 'too distant future can be faced with confidence. The 
problems of automation, especia~ in the long-run, seem to further the advisa-
bili ty" of those ideas rather than to be opposed to them. Since the accommoda-
tive patterns of temporary adjustments are well set in the steel industry, 
McDonald does not fear automation. 
As a matter or method the writer considered the desoription of McDonald's 
attitudes to be the final step toward a ~thesis of his views. Their documen-
tation was possible primarily through the critical screening of McDonald's lists 
of objectives and goals. This screening process can be carried out by followin 
a methodological suggestion of C. Wright Mills: only those objectives of Ameri 
can labor leaders should be considered as real goals which are in the center of 
a continuous promotional activity through step by step demands o124 The applica 
tion of this criterion, which to the writer's knowledge is a correct one for 
analytical purposes, tends to reduoe the bulk of McDonald's objectives to mere 
expressions of political comment, very much in the manner of Karl Mannheim's 
diagnosis. Scattered~ piecemeal, fragmentar,y issues, no matter how persistently 
124C• Wright Mills, The New Men of Power': America's Labor Leaders (New 
York, 1948), p. 323. - - --
J 
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they are being kept on lists and program sheets, cannot be considered as the fo-
cal points of a unitary view, a philosophy or ideology. They are the ingredi-
ents of attitudes and are not real goals. 
The' adoption of this point of view leads the writer to his final comments .• ,: 
on the philosophy of David J. McDonald. 
If there is a genuine, broad, liberal social movement alive tod~ in the 
United States, McDonald certainJ..ywishes the labor movement to be a part of it. 
His attempts to think in tenia of major goals indicate an awareness of depend-
ence on outside forces, a quest if not for allies at least for more powerful 
symbols of justification than the blunt philosophy of "more today, and more to-
morrow" could ever provide. This attitude is shaped and kept alive largely 
through"political "hook-up," through the judicious sampling of a loose aggrega 
of ideas, strivings and aspirations, coupled with the wish to do something abou 
them. This much is, without any doubt, a long-standing heritage of McDonald; 
on the other hand however, his ambivalent attitude about clear-cut and final 
political commitment is also clear. He is temperamental.l.y' and also by convic-
tion a conservative man. In his attempts to reconcile political liberalism and 
business-like trade unionism, the requirements of the latter are the decisive 
factors. While he is very much interested in creating an environment in which 
certain economic securities are unconditio~ guaranteed, the functional au-
tononv of the American labor movement is of priJtla1'1' importance to him when con-
fronted with the alternative waya of achieving that securit.Y. 
Hence the rather unspectacuJ.ar outer shell of his philosophy: industrial 
"·1 
.. -
democracy in a free, democratic, political econo~. The former is an extension~' 
of the basic tenets" of the latter; their combination: "the best way of life fo 
'I~~! 
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mankind." The mission of the American labor movement is to open up new lines of 
development, while always mindful of its own functional autonomy and also of the 
specific historical context whioh provides the stimulation for new ideas and 
sets the limits for new developments. The system is to be perpetuated through 
responsible cooperation between labor, management, and the government. 
The very core of this philosophy is trade unionism: economic and political 
organization of the workers for the purpose of sharing equitably" in the profits 
of profit-making employers. This is the principal idea around which a fairly 
elaborate administrative ideology is being developed, a specific trade unionist 
set of mind and vernaoular. Its animating spirit is the "ethos of job depend-
ency" which makes society responsible for the economic security of the individu-
al, while placing the burden of its implementation primarily" on the shoulders 
of management and the public at large. The specific contributions of industrial 
unionism, which McDonald repres.ents, are quantitative rather than affecting the 
substance or quality of this ideology. As to McDonaldls own role and signifi-
cance in developing an articulate philosophy' for' the American labor movement, 
his ideas are those of a circumspeot, stubborn, business-like administrator. 
This is where his talents are to be found and not in the realm of highly so-
phisticated ideas. 
To sum it up, the philosophy of the American labor movelnen'to, as it could 
be traced through the ideas of David J. McDonald, is indeed a specific system 
of belief that can be identified. The writer, however, does not believe that 
after having bared the social situational roots of their thoughts a great num-
ber of contemporary Amerioan labor leaders will be found different from McDonalc 
in an;rthing else but the scope of their orientation. 
>,,' 
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APPENDIX I 
U5WA: MEHBERSlUP AND FINANCIAL STRENGTlt:l-
Date Local Unions Membership Net Worth of USWA 
June 30, 1948 2,200 930,000 $ 6,859,289,48 
Dec. 31, 1952 2,400 1,100,000 $10,855,697,14 
Dec. 31, 1953 2,600 1,180,000 $15,758,439,91 
Dec. 31, 1954 2,700 1,195,000 $17,626,438,95 
Dec. 31, 1955 ----- 1,200,000 $20,193,835,15 
Dec. 31, 1956 2,750 1,250,000 $22,364,856,57 
Dec. 31, 1957 2,850 1,250,000 $32,106,036,75 
June 30, 1959 2,900 1,250,000 $33,637,884,87 
*The table, compiled by the writer, is based on the Semi-
Annual Audits of the USW.A. periodically appearing in 
Steel Labor [.iuly-Januaij]. 
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APPENDIX III 
Section 2, Federal Program. 
We call upon progressive and public-minded citizens in all walks of life 
to join with us to bring about Federal action as follOW'!JI 
1. Repeal the Taft-Hartley- Act and restore the safeguards of the Wagner Act, 
provide the working people with needed improvements and the protection 
against anti-union elements in our societ,y, and eliminate Section 14(b) 
which specifically sanctions and encourages so-called "right-to-work" 
laws by the states. 
2. Increase the minimum wage .under the Fair Labor Standards Act to no less 
than $1.25 per hour and extend its coverage. 
3. Increase further the benefits of the Social Security law and extend the 
law's coverage to all types of employment. 
4. Establish a comprehensive medical health plan to provide prepaid medical 
care for the American public. 
5. Establish an adequate Federal aid program to enable the States to expand 
the educational opportunities by such means as new building construction, 
expansion of the school curriculum, scholarship assistance, and school 
milk and lunch programs. 
6. Provide a congressional investigation into thepro-emp1a.yer attitUde and 
the dUatory procedures of the NLRB. 
7. Expand the slum clearance and public housing program, including provisions 
for moderate cost homes for the aged and the middle-income families. 
8. Repeal the Fulbright Amendment to the Walsh-Healy Act and insure proper 
enforcement of the Walsh-Healy and Davis Bacon Acts. 
9. Assure the metallic and non-metallic miners and quarrymen the same benefits 
of safety laws as are now secured for coal miners under Federal Law. 
10. Revoke Senate Rule 22 to prevent the fUibuster from abusing the free pro-
cess of debate and frustrating democratic procedures. 
11. Provide full protection for civU rights and liberties as guaranteed by the 
Federal Constitution. 
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~2. Assist distressed areas to alleviate chronic unemplo.yment in cooperation 
with labor , industry, the affected States and local Governments. 
113. Protect natural resources against private explOitation and "give-away" 
programs. 
~. Extend surplus food distribution to all people in need. 
115. Provide for full peacetime atomic energy and space exploration programs 
directed toward the benefit of mankind and of the world, with emphasis 
on Government development of atomic energy for public power, medical re-
search and care and other peacetime uses. 
16. Expand flood control and river valley programs patterned on the TVA; 
promote projects for low-cost public power and other needed public 
works; aid local and regional economic development} oppose the Administra-
tion partnership proposals with private utilities for development of pub-
lic power. 
11. Revise the Federal tax structure so as to eliminate loopholes and inequitiel 
and shift the major burden of cost onto those most capable of paying. 
18. Provide for the expansion of foreign trade and the protection of dislocated 
domestic workers and industries. 
19. Protect the rights and interest of veterans. 
20. Protect and promote small or family operated farms so as to raise their 
income for a higher standard of living. 
210 Increase unemplo.yment compensation, extend its duration and strengthen the 
Federal standards, including a requirement that all States permit supple-
mentation qy private SUB plans. 
22. Protect and promote small business to enable them to compete with large 
monopolistic corporations; enforce the anti-trust laws fully and vigorous~ 
23. Enact appropriate legislation to aid the labor movement in achieving its 
legitimate aspirations and to help eliminate corrupt influences from labor 
and management. Oppose proposals which under the guise of dealing with 
corruption, seek in realit,r to weaken and undermine unions.l . 
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APPENDIX. IV 
Section 3, State Programs. 
We are. aware of the prime significance of sound legislative action by 
the State legislatures. To achieve this objective we propose the following: 
1. Repeal existing "right-to-work" laws and defeat efforts to extend them to 
additional. states. 
2. Promote true "right-to-work" laws by programs for useful public works for 
the unemployed. 
3. Improve laws governing factory and mining industry safety and inspection, 
child labor, and working hours and conditions for women. 
4. Increase workmen1s compensation and unemployment benefits, duration and 
coverage, and liberalize eligibility and other provisions. 
5. Prohibit injunctions in labor disputes. 
6. Revise tax laws and ordinances to meet the standards of modern, up-to-
date, and progressive legislation. 
7.· Secure changes in election laws including relief from restrictive provi-
sions on voter registration and more equitable districting. 
8. Prohibit discrimination in employment because of race, color or religioU8 
beliefs and enact other laws protecting civil rights and liberties. 
9. Extend and improve minimum wage laws covering intrastate commerce. 
10. Eliminate interference by States with the payment of Supplemental Unem-
plo.y.ment Benefits. 
11. Ban .... age ~arnishments. 
12. Provide a Labor Relations Act modelled upon the Wagner Act covering 
workers in intrastate commerce to insure their right to organize and 
bargain collectively without intimidation. 
Section 4, AFt-CIO Legislative Program. 
In addition to the foregoing specific legislative goals we support and 
will Beek to achieve the other legislative goals adopted b.r the American Fed-
eration of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.l 
lunited Steelworkers of America, Proceedings of the Ninth Constitutional 
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APPENDIX V 
U3WA: ECONOMIC PROGRAM, 19,8 
The Steelworkers' Union has actively supported an economic program whose 
major emphasis is directed towards increasing the purchasing power of wage ani 
salary earners throughout' the Na.tion~ 'This prOgrartt contains nine points as 
follows: ,. -,{I" 
1. Cut Federal income taxes for lower-income groups by increasing the present 
$6OO-a-year individual exemption and reducing the tax rate of 20 per cent 
for the first $2,000, of taxable income. 
J. Enact the Kennedy'-McCarthy Bill to raise and extend unemployment compensa-
tion benefits. Suoh current benefits are currently not adequate in amount 
and too short in duration. 
4. Institute a. broad program of constructive and much-needed public works for 
such necessary public facUities as hospitals, post offices, harbor develop-
ment, etc. Such a program will add to the health am wealth of the Nation 
as wel1 as provide employment for large numbers of unemployed workers. 
, • Adopt an expanded Federal housing program that would step up slum clear-
ance and public housing, and stimulate construction of moderate cost homes. 
6. Pass a. Federal school construction bill that will enable this country to 
keep pace with the educational needs of a growing population. 
1. Provide economo aid for distressed areas whose problems pre-date the 
current recession and whose problems may well still be with us even if 
the Econo~ as a whole moves upward. 
8. Increase the Federal minimum wage to $1.2, per hour and expand the coverage 
of the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
9. Implement the Employment Act of 1946 by other appropriate Federal action in 
order to bring administrative performance into line with Congressional in-
tent.l 
, 
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